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1.

INTRODUCTION AND TERMS OF REFERENCE

1.1.

BACKGROUND

Manx NFU / DAFF

This study was commissioned jointly by the Manx NFU and the Department of Agriculture, Fisheries & Forestry
of the Isle of Man Government. It follows the expected end of the Red Meat Derogation on 31st December 2010
and the report of the 2010 Committee. It is based around the two DAFF documents:•

Outline of options for a Countryside Care Scheme – December 2006

•

Two options for Countryside Care proposals produced for evaluation – May 2007

These documents propose two alternative support schemes both involving full decoupling of support from
production from the outset, either November 2008 or April 2009. Both systems are programmed over 10 years
and both move to an eventual flat rate area payment by the calendar year 2018. The first scheme is based on an
historic model for 5 years (as in Scotland and Wales) and then there is a five year transition with a combination of
an historic and area-based single payment as in the current English model. The second scheme would adopt the
Northern Ireland static hybrid (hybrid between a pure historic and an area payment) for 2 years and then embark
on an eight year transition to the flat rate in 2018.

1.2.

REMIT

The remit for the study is as follows:Carry out an impact assessment of three main alternatives, using enterprise and whole farm examples budgeted for
Isle of Man conditions: •

The status quo

•

Full decoupling – Countryside Care model

•

Full decoupling – Static Hybrid model (Northern Ireland)

If necessary, consider alternatives to the three main options, in particular the option for retaining an element of
‘re-coupling’ of production if this is considered necessary to achieve the overall objectives for the island’s
agriculture. These are understood to be the retention of the production base to maintain the main processing
facilities of the Mill, the Creamery and the Abattoir, and the maintenance of the current farmed environment
which is considered to be a major asset of the Isle of Man for its own population and visitors.

Any such re-coupling recommendations to be made against the background of balancing objectives:•

To satisfy the legal obligations of the Isle of Man as a Crown Dependency trading with the EU under
Protocol 3.

•

To keep policy mechanisms as simple as possible to avoid confusion and administrative cost.

•

To allow a freeing up of the market as far as possible
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Report on some of the more detailed rules and the implementation of the new support scheme, including links to
land, entitlement to the new support, cross compliance, land classification and appeals.

1.3.

TIMESCALES

Initially Francis Mordaunt and Richard King of The Andersons Centre visited the Manx NFU on 13th and 14th
December 2006 followed up by a meeting between Francis Mordaunt and representatives of the Manx NFU and
DAFF on 22nd February 2007. Francis Mordaunt visited the island with Oliver Lee on May 15th – 18th to collect
the initial information and Francis Mordaunt visited again on June 18th – 21st and July 23rd – 25th. On these visits
meetings were held with many individual farmers and with representatives of the various farming organisations
and including the Manx NFU, DAFF, the Agricultural Marketing Society, the Dairy Industry Group (including the
Milk Marketing Association and the management team), the Laxey Glen Mill, the Fatstock Marketing Association
(including the management team), the Flockmasters and the Beef Association.
We would like to record our appreciation and thanks for the time and courtesy shown during our visits from all
those who provided information at these meetings or who telephoned or wrote in subsequently.
Following delays due to Foot and Mouth, workshops were held on 3rd-5th September to discuss draft proposals.
Four workshops were held, Arable, Dairy, Red Meat and a final Wrap Up session. These were attended by
members of the main representative bodies set out above, and by the Minister. The proposals were generally given
a warm welcome and it was agreed that an interim report should be issued to the industry to keep all those in the
food chain informed and to remove some of the uncertainty prior to the imminent store livestock sales. The
interim report is included in the next section as a summary of the main proposals. This final report follows a
further visit on 4th and 5th December by Francis Mordaunt to discuss final details with the Manx NFU and DAFF.
The report expands on the proposals and their rationale and includes more details of the implementation
recommendations.
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2.

SUMMARY: INTERIM PROPOSALS

2.1.

PROPOSED FUTURE SUPPORT SCHEME

2.1.1.

Basic System

The Single Payment Scheme to start in April 2009 will be based on the historic system for five years, followed by
a five year transition to a flat-rate area payment - largely as set out in the original ‘Outline of Options for A
Countryside Care Scheme’ issued by DAFF in December 2006. Existing historic reference periods will be used
for all decoupled payments. The intention is to run the scheme through to 2018/19 as outlined in this summary,
and a review will be undertaken in 2011 to ensure the market and scheme are developing as expected.

2011/12

2012/13

2013/14

2014/15

2015/16

2016/17

2017/18

2018/19

Historic
Area Payment

2010/11

Year

2009/10

Figure 1 ~ Phasing of Single Payments

100%
Nil

100%
Nil

100%
Nil

100%
Nil

100%
Nil

80%
20%

60%
40%

40%
60%

20%
80%

Nil
100%

The main changes are set out below:
2.1.2. Red Meat
•

The Beef Quality Headage and Sheep Premium payments will be partially re-coupled to annual production
for a limited period.

•

Pig Support will be partially re-coupled to annual production for the foreseeable future.

•

The Government will support measures to ensure Isle of Man meat producers are not disadvantaged with
regard to killing costs in comparison with GB producers.

2.1.3. Arable
•

The DAFF Milling Wheat Bonus scheme will be re-coupled to annual production for a limited period.

•

The Pulses Area Aid top up will be re-coupled to annual production for the foreseeable future.

•

The fruit, vegetable and potato area will be eligible for a flat-rate Single Payment based on historic area.

All the remaining DAFF Support Schemes will become fully decoupled from 2009 (see summary table below).
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Figure 2 ~ Summary of Decoupling
Scheme
Dairy Premium
Suckler Cow Premium

Decoupled
9
9

Re-coupled

Beef Quality Headage

20%

80%

transitional payments phasing out and decoupled
by 2014

Sheep
Premium

20%

80%

transitional payments phasing out and decoupled
by 2014

80%

for foreseeable future

Variable

Loaghtan Ewes
Hill Sheep
Pigs*
Cereals Area Payment
Pulses Top-up
Milling Wheat Bonus

Phasing of re-coupled Payments

9
9
20%
9

9
9

for foreseeable future
transitional payments phasing out and decoupled
by 2014

* This is an amendment to the interim proposals published in September.

2.2.

RATIONALE

Continuing with the present support systems was considered as an option, but was rejected for two main reasons.
Firstly, because in the longer term continuing with wholly production linked supports could have serious
consequences for the Isle of Man’s position vis a vis the UK, EU and WTO. Secondly, because change is required
to remove the distortion of market signals and to assist the restructuring of the industry, including the whole
supply chain. Therefore the overall approach is to follow a policy that is as harmonious as possible to that of the
EU, whilst taking into account the circumstances of Manx agriculture. In particular the maintenance of the three
main processing facilities and the existing landscape with its attractive biodiversity were important objectives.
Other reasons for the decisions made are set out below.
2.2.1.

Dairy Rationale

Recent market movements have improved price prospects in the foreseeable future, and dairy margins should
return to positive even without decoupled payments. Beef cross calf prices should be maintained by the continued
coupling of 80% of beef headage support. Therefore it is not thought that support in the dairy sector needs to be
re-coupled to protect the creamery, which in any case has some flexibility to operate successfully at different
throughputs. There is no EU mechanism to allow any coupling in the Dairy sector.
2.2.2.

Red Meat Rationale

Margins for beef and sheep enterprises look very poor without support. Faced with this situation, producers are
likely to significantly scale-back production with full decoupling and rely on the Single Payment. In addition
more animals may be sold off the Island as stores, rather than being finished. Both these reactions would
adversely affect throughput at the Abattoir which is very susceptible to changes in throughput; any drop in
numbers sharply increases costs per animal and further threatens prices received by farmers and the viability of
the abattoir.
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Re-coupling 80% of Beef Quality Headage, Sheep Variable Premium and Pig Premium payments will help
maintain abattoir throughput. These re-coupled payments will then be phased-out within 5 years, with the
exception of pigs which will remain re-coupled for the foreseeable future. The phasing mechanism will take into
account, as far as is possible, the need for simplicity and the desire to avoid market distortion. This more gradual
adjustment to a fully decoupled situation gives time for the marketing initiatives instigated by the FMA, and
supported by government, to have an effect. It also allows protection over the period following the ending of the
Red Meat Derogation in December 2010. The long-term aim must be that the FMA will achieve higher market
returns which can be passed back to producers.
Re-coupling finishing aids should help producers of store lambs and cattle (including dairy calves) to continue
production by ensuring that the purchasers of their stock have a more certain margin.
Pigs are a vital component of the throughput of the abattoir. They also allow a full Manx-reared product-mix to
be offered to retailers. The domestic pig industry is also an important user of feed grown on the island, and thus
contributes to the overall balance in the cereals sector. Pig producers face inherently higher costs than equivalent
producers in the UK and ongoing support is considered necessary for the continued existence of the Manx pig
industry.
Although the re-coupled support in the livestock sector will help maintain throughput at the abattoir, there are
long-standing structural problems in the red meat processing sector that results in Isle of Man producers facing
higher killing costs than their UK competitors. The Minister has made clear that the introduction of the Single
Payment Scheme will be accompanied by measures to ensure that there is a ‘level playing field’ in terms of killing
costs.
2.2.3.

Arable Rationale

With full decoupling there would be a strong incentive for milling wheat growers to switch to growing feed wheat
due to the relative margins at current prices. This could jeopardise supply to Laxey Glen Mill and may also
undermine the current balance in the feed grain market. Re-coupling the DAFF Milling Wheat Bonus will retain
mill throughput, and continue to reward ongoing producers. The re-coupled payment will be phased-out by 2014
with the long-term aim being that the mill will achieve higher market returns and be able to offer a price premium
above feed wheat to keep milling wheat in Island rotations. From the start of the Single Payment in 2009 DAFF
will have no part in the setting of quotas or prices for milling wheat; these will become the responsibility of the
mill and growers.
Pulses (peas and beans) have a low comparative margin after full decoupling, and being a high risk crop compared
to barley are likely to be abandoned. There is a benefit in having a source of protein for animal feed grown on the
island and re-coupling should protect this.
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Areas that have been used to produce fruit, vegetables and potatoes will not have generated an historic
entitlement. Growers of these crops during the reference period will be allocated a payment equal to the eventual
flat-rate per acre over the areas growing these crops, probably in 2007. This will put them on a more level playing
field and bring more of the Island under cross-compliance.
2.2.4.

Conclusions

With these elements of re-coupling, much of the reason for introducing the Northern Ireland hybrid disappears.
The original five-year historic system gives farming businesses a breathing space where the support coming into
the business will be largely the same as in the past (but decoupled in some cases). The move to the eventual flatrate basis will then continue to allow support to be provided to Manx agriculture, but remove any distortions
arising from past production. With such policies in place, it will be possible to argue for a further extension of the
Red Meat derogation.
It is recognised that there will be winners and losers in any system adopted. It is proposed that the appeals process
is adopted as per the consultation document. The policy is designed to smooth the transition to a new marketfocused Manx agriculture. No support system could, or should, be designed to protect all current producers from
change. Restructuring of Manx agriculture (including the whole food supply chain) will be required over the
coming years. This will inevitably involve some current producers leaving the industry, but this should open-up
opportunities for those that remain, and new entrants.
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3.

BACKGROUND TO STUDY

3.1.

PHYSICAL RESOURCES

3.1.1.

Land and Cropping

Manx NFU / DAFF

The Isle of Man is some 33 miles long and 10 miles wide and according to the 2006 census totals some 104,500
acres of agricultural land. This is split as follows:Figure 3 ~ Land Type
Land Type
Rough Grazing
Permanent Grass (10 years +)
Temporary Grass (- 10 years)
Arable
Total

Acres
27,101
8,211
56,405
12,749

%
26
8
54
12

104,466

100

Over a quarter of the land area is mountain and moorland and this is very extensively grazed, almost exclusively
by sheep. Much of this land area is in Government ownership and it is from this land that the island’s water
supplies are drawn. 62% of the remaining land area is in grass leaving just 12% in arable production. Only about
10% of arable is used for human consumption (milling wheat, potatoes and fruit and vegetables). There is a small
(in area) flower bulb and nursery stock sector. The remaining arable area is mostly in cereals and pulses used for
feeding the livestock sector. Annual production from cereals and pulses is estimated as follows:Figure 4 ~ Crop Production
Crop
Milling wheat
Feed wheat
Barley, oats, triticale etc.
Peas and Beans

Tonnes
2,660
4,360
16,240
850

Total Cereals and Pulses

24,110

The harvested tonnage of approximately 24,000 tonnes excludes the 1245 acres of maize and other crops grown
for forage. In addition there are approximately 12,300 tonnes of straw produced from the cereal and protein crops.
Much of the forage, cereal and straw is consumed on the farm of origin but there is considerable trade between
farms on the island particularly in feed wheat, feed barley, peas and straw.
3.1.2.

Livestock Sector

The June census shows a reducing dairy cow population but a rising beef cow herd. There were some 14,700 head
in 2006; 37.6% dairy and 62.4% beef. Analysis was carried out to reconcile the cattle breeding herd numbers to
throughput of clean cattle at the abattoir. Working from 2005 breeding cow numbers and allowing for mortality,
adopted calves, dairy calf cull scheme, breeding stock replacement and changing breeding herd numbers, the
numbers of cattle put through the abattoir in 2006 were reasonably consistent with calving percentages of
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approximately 95% in the dairy herd and 90% in the beef herd. In fact, clean finished cattle throughput in 2006
was 7371 against our estimate of 7637 so that actual calving percentages may be slightly lower than suggested
above.
The changing dynamics of the island’s cattle herds will have an immediate impact on abattoir throughput with
different short term and long term effects depending on whether herds are expanding or contracting. This is
something the FMA management will need to monitor carefully and work with their producers to mitigate adverse
effects. Another major threat to the abattoir throughput would be an increase in store cattle exports. As was
pointed out to us there are two markets for cattle, ‘the abattoir and the boat’. Store exports have been minimal in
recent years, but 2007 has seen an increase to some 270 to May 2007 compared to 31 in the whole of 2006. 270
cattle lost to the island represents two weeks throughput, and there are fears that lack of profitability and
uncertainty surrounding future decoupling of support could increase this trend. There is some historic evidence
that higher store cattle exports from the Isle of Man relate to high store prices in the UK and these conditions
certainly applied in spring 2007.

In the other major livestock sector ewe numbers have been declining to just under 60,000 ewes at June 2006,
excluding about 3,000 Loaghton ewes. Lamb throughput in 2006 was some 53,464. Compared to breeding ewe
numbers this throughput is consistent with lambing percentages of about 90% in hill ewes and 130% in the
lowland flock. Exports of store lambs are minimal but a considerable percentage of cull ewes are exported from
the Isle of Man.
There were 570 sows in the 2006 census and a throughput of 7197 pork pigs through the abattoir in 2006,
providing a vital part of the total throughput and an important part of the FMA red meat offer to local consumers.
The number of finished pigs is currently well short of the maximum 10,000 per year eligible for support under the
Pig Premium Scheme.
3.1.3.

The Arable / Livestock Balance

A rough estimate of the combinable crop demand for feeding the livestock on the Isle of Man in 2006 has been
made by DAFF at 22,200 tonnes. It is based on the Agricultural Budgeting and Costing handbook production data
and assumes imported concentrate feed usage at some 3,000 tonnes. The total Manx production from this
calculation is: Figure 5 ~ Cereals Usage

Estimate of livestock feed requirement
Milling Wheat
Exports

Tonnes
22,200
2,600
-

Total

24,800

This estimate compares with Andersons’ 2006 estimate of production from crop areas shown above of 24,110
tonnes. Although these are fairly crude calculations this does tend to confirm the tight balance that exists in the
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internal island market and the potential for disruption of this market if any one major sector were to undergo a
rapid change in scale. Oversupply of cereals, for example if the Mill closed and feed varieties were grown in place
of milling wheat, would result in the Manx farm price being the UK price minus £40 per tonne for sea freight.
Under supply would give a Manx price of UK plus £40 per tonne.
Being an island with an approximate £40 per tonne haulage charge on imported bulk inputs (concentrate feed,
cereals, fertiliser etc) and similar charges on exports (£30 per tonne bulk grain charge to Northern Ireland) island
farmers have considerable constraints on internal costs and prices. All inputs are more expensive, but equally
exports are costly so unless commodity prices are much higher in the British Isles relative to the Isle of Man the
produce will tend to be marketed locally. This particularly applies to all feed grains. Exceptionally at present the
high feed grain and milling wheat prices in UK may allow opportunities for exports. But this could then result in
even higher input costs later in the season if internal supplies run short.

3.2.

FURTHER BACKGROUND

It is somewhat surprising for someone not familiar with the Isle of Man, but well acquainted with UK agriculture,
that an island in the Irish Sea maintains such a diverse agriculture. Although predominantly producing dairy, beef
cattle and sheep the island does produce high quality milling wheat, forage maize and peas and beans for animal
protein. There is also a small, but successful pig meat sector as well as potatoes and other horticultural crops.
Against the current world background of concerns over climate change, food security and food miles such a
degree of self sufficiency is fairly unique for an island, and to be supported and encouraged. What is particularly
encouraging also is that Manx agriculture has maintained its countryside to a high standard providing diverse
habitats for flora and fauna, and a very attractive visual landscape. There is therefore not the same need, as in
much of the rest of Europe, but particularly England, to redirect support to farmers via the so called Pillar 2 (Rural
Development) and away from Pillar 1 (Single Payment and market support). To a considerable extent the agrienvironmental or land management schemes being heavily promoted in the UK are being targeted at undoing the
actual and perceived damage to the environment whether this is manifested as water quality, or loss of habitats for
wildlife.
This existing pattern of farming on the Isle of Man is vulnerable to change following the ending of the protection
of the Red Meat Derogation and the full decoupling of support from production. The derogation currently allows
the Isle of Man to ban the import of sheepmeat and there is a partial ban on beef. The fear is that the end of the
derogation would result in some loss of the relatively high priced home market, resulting in more meat having to
be exported onto generally lower value markets, thus reducing an already low price to farmers still further. Full
decoupling with a Single Payment linked initially to historic support would put the meat plant under further
pressure as some producers would be very likely to cut back or give up production. There is a considerable degree
of interdependence between the arable and livestock sectors in terms of feed grains, straw and protein crops - see
below. A relatively small change in the balance of production would knock on to the throughput of the three
processing plants on the island. The Abattoir is particularly vulnerable to loss of throughput. In terms of value the
Creamery is very important to the agricultural economy. The Mill, being entirely dependent on home grown high
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quality milling wheat, would be very vulnerable to any threat to its supply. Each will be looked at separately later
in the report.
An attempt has been made in Figure 6 (see page11) to construct a flowchart of Manx agriculture illustrating the
relative importance of different sectors including the financial value of inputs to the three main processing plants
and the turnover from them. The financial information is taken from the latest accounts (2006) for the processing
plants and the values of the inputs into the farming sector and the outputs from potatoes and horticulture are taken
from the final report of the Countryside Working Group.
The analysis shows the relatively small scale of the Laxey Glen Mills. The Creamery and Abattoir are similar in
size in terms of the purchases from the farming sector, both about £6.5 million per year, with the turnover from
the Dairy higher at £12.8 million compared to the Abattoir at £10 million. The Mill is currently entirely
dependent on the domestic market with no exports. The dairy takes 59% of its turnover to the domestic market
and the Abattoir 56%, with the balances of 41% and 44% respectively going for export.
The 2006 Census shows 658 holdings, with 329 over 50 acres and only 86 over 300 acres. We understand there
are some 428 that were in receipt of ‘historical’ support in the reference period.
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AGRICULTURAL SUPPORT IN THE ISLE OF MAN

Although this report is not primarily an investigation of relative support, the remit did make a reference to
measuring relative support. A fairly straight forward way to make a comparison between Isle of Man support and
UK support (EU support under the Common Agricultural Policy) is to compare the direct support the Isle of Man
would have been due under the recent Fischler Reforms that introduced the Single Payment System (i.e. under
Regulation 1782/2003).
The EU legislation sets out the support in Euros per physical unit of production in the chosen reference period,
and this sets the limit on the support that is allowed to be allocated under the Single Payment – in the case of the
EU for the period 2005 – 2012 with no built in inflation.
This has been done for the Isle of Man using the reference periods 2005 and 2006 for livestock numbers and 2004
and 2005 for arable areas and using Census and FMA data as appropriate. The full calculation is shown at
Appendix 1 and is summarised in the table below:Figure 7 ~ Support in the IOM – Based on Manx Reference Period Physical Data and EU Financial Rates
Under EU Regs
£
826,169
996,601
3,287,183
996,593
6,106,546

Dairy
Sheep
Beef
Pigs
Cereals
Other
Total

IOM Spending 2006/07
£
987,059
1,137,675
3,719,089
201,072
1,151,391
7,196,286
1,899,145
9,095,431

Difference
£
+160,810
+141,074
+431,906
+201,072
+154,798
+1,089,740

Note: Budget for 2007/08 totals £9,436,090. Exchange Rate 1€=£0.68.

It will be seen from this calculation that all the main sectors receive support over and above that under the EU
legislation with total direct support in the Isle of Man exceeding the EU level by some £1 million if pigs, which
are not directly supported in the EU, are included. This of course is not the whole story and only compares direct
support under the Single Payment.
In the Isle of Man in the financial year ending 31st March 2007 there was additional expenditure for agriculture of
approximately £1.9 million; much of this is in capital grants under the Farm and Horticulture Improvements
Schemes and the BSE expenditure is also included in this total. Our understanding is that the Isle of Man
Government has committed to continue the current budget expenditure of around £9 million per annum right
through to the 2018 year. In addition another £5 million has been committed for expenditure over the next 2/3
years to help with the transition of farming as it moves away from production linked support. The bulk of this
expenditure is intended to assist the industry in achieving better returns from the market. There is further funding
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from the Wildlife and Conservation budget of £572,000 in 2006/07, covering the Agri-environmental Scheme
2002 and the Wildlife and Conservation Grant Scheme 2004.
Direct comparison with the UK under the ‘Other’ heading is more difficult to make, but an attempt is made in
Figure 8. Within Europe there is a wide disparity between member states in the amount of additional CAP
spending under the Rural Development or ‘Pillar 2’ heading. This all relates to historic use of these often optional
support measures, and the reluctance of successive UK governments to draw down these additional funds because
any such additional monies are deducted from the UK’s unique Budget Rebate. Also because of the need to
provide match funding from the UK Treasury. The amount of Rural Development funding received in most other
Member States is very much higher than in the UK and so Ireland has been included in the comparison table
below. One reason for the higher spending in Ireland was that in this period to 2006, Ireland had far more of its
land area classified as Objective 1 and therefore eligible for enhanced EU funding.
The situation of low funding of Pillar 2 in the UK will continue into the next RD funding period from 2007 to
2013 with the UK receiving 2.2% of the EU 27 budget and Ireland, with only 25% of the UK’s land area,
receiving 2.6% of the budget.
Figure 8 ~ Comparison of ‘Single Payment’ and ‘Rural Development Spending’: IOM, UK and Ireland

Agricultural Area - Ha
% LFA/Hill
Other RD type spending - £m
Other RD type spending £/Ha
SP spending - £m
SP spending - £/Ha
Total Spending - £/Ha

Isle of Man
42,277
26%
2.12
£50

UK
17.27m
45%
357
£21

Ireland
4.31m
63%
467
£108

7.2
£170
£220

2,500
£145
£166

719
£167
£275

Note 1: IOM rough grazing has been taken as LFA/Hill although a considerable proportion of permanent/temporary grass
might also be classified LFA.
Note 2: Table excludes other Pillar 1 spending (intervention, export refunds) as does not go direct to farmers and benefits all
EU farmers. Also excludes some other agricultural spending which also appears to be higher in Ireland.

This table needs to be interpreted with caution as it is difficult to make exact comparisons. The IOM RD type
spending is for the 2006/07 year, excluding BSE but including wildlife and conservation and therefore reasonably
comparable with UK and Ireland’s RD spending. But the funding of EU RD type measures in the IOM is spread
around several departments, including DOT, DOLGE, DTL, DTI and DOE, and not all this expenditure is
included. Agricultural land area is probably the best available comparison but the different proportions of
LFA/hill land need to be taken into account. The table shows a higher level of spending per hectare in the IOM
compared to the UK, but considerably less than in Ireland. If the £5m Agriculture Development Fund money is
spread over three years this would add £39 per ha to IOM spending, bringing it closer to the Irish level.
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To show a more complete picture the Single Payment spending is also compared on a per hectare basis. A more
even spend on the SP is shown with IOM just higher than Ireland and ahead of the UK by some £25 per hectare.
Adding the two spending streams together the IOM still sits between the two at £220 per hectare, some £54 ahead
of the UK but £55 behind Ireland. Adding in the ADF money would leave IOM £16 per hectare short of Ireland.
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5.1.

POSITION UNDER CURRENT EU POLICIES
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It soon became clear that an understanding of the legal position of the Isle of Man in relation to agricultural policy
was essential. Many early submissions were made querying the necessity for full decoupling and indeed the need
to follow the direction of the EU’s CAP at all.
Within DAFF there did seem to be a view that full decoupling was the only safe policy to pursue if the Isle of Man
were not to risk upsetting the UK Government and the EU. Whilst it is clear that some EU law is clearly directly
or indirectly applicable in the Crown Dependencies, such as most food and feed law as the IOM exports food
products into the EU, it did not seem to be within the scope of Protocol No. 3 (OJ L 073, 27/03/1972 P.0164) to
insist that the Crown Dependencies followed the same agricultural policies.
It was agreed by DAFF that it was important to attempt to clear these points up and Francis Mordaunt met with
Mr Alistair Sutton of White & Case in London. The result was a thorough paper reviewing previous advice to the
Crown Dependencies taking into account the new Community Guide-lines for state aid in the Agriculture and
Forestry Sector (2007-2013), adopted by the Commission at the end of 2006 (OJ C 319/1 of 27/12/2006). In
addition the latest EC rules on direct support under the CAP (Council Reg. 1782/2003) and the rules on support
for Rural Development (Council Reg. 1698/2005) are reviewed as these are the new EU legal background against
which Manx agricultural policy must now be viewed.
It is not possible to summarise the whole of White and Case’s paper, but the following is Andersons’
interpretation of what the paper says and this has guided our approach to how the IOM can formulate its future
support policies.
There are number of fundamental legal principles governing the position of the Isle of Man:•

Substantive EC State Aid Rules on agriculture, forestry and fisheries do not apply in the Crown
Dependencies as a matter of strict law under Protocol 3. This does not mean that EC rules can be totally
ignored, and should indeed be ‘taken into account’ as a political rather than a legal matter.

•

Some procedural rules of EC state aid law are applicable in the IOM under Protocol 3 and Regulation
706/73. These concern the prior notification of state aids on which the IOM has a recently agreed policy
with DEFRA which remains in place.

•

General EU law on agriculture, including the Common Market Organisation (CMO) measures are not
applicable in the IOM and the island is not in receipt of support from the EU budget. As mentioned above
this does not mean that the EU rules (in particular on food and feed law) did not apply in the IOM.
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Having established these three fundamental principles the paper explores a number of provisos or warnings that
the IOM Government should take into account in setting future policy. In particular under Protocol 3 and
Regulation 706/73 the Commission can propose ‘any appropriate measures’ if it does not like certain systems of
aid in the IOM. The Commission has never done this and is unlikely to do so. Furthermore, under Article 2 of
Regulation 706/73 the Commission may propose to the Council that EC state aids law in its entirety applies to the
Crown Dependencies ‘as this proves necessary’. This is the infamous ‘Sword of Damocles’ hanging over the
Crown Dependencies, including the IOM.
It is considered unlikely that an agricultural issue would trigger such a reaction, but it nevertheless explains the
nervousness of Government and its officials to step too far out of line.
In these circumstances it is considered to be in the best interests of the IOM to adopt agricultural policies which
are as harmonious as possible with those of the EU or at least policies which diminish or minimise the effect of
Manx agriculture on adjacent EU markets.
White & Case point out that experience with the Commission shows that it tends to be more concerned about
achieving overall policy goals than precise details of legal rules. Thus it is considered important to set out the
overall policy of objectives of the IOM against the EU objectives for the CAP. This is considered in the next
section.

5.2.

FUTURE DIRECTION OF EU POLICY

EU policy is currently only agreed until the end of the calendar year 2012, and indeed even this policy is shortly to
undergo review, known as the Health Check. The first discussion paper on the Health Check was published on
20th November 2007; this makes clear the Commission’s intentions as to the future direction of policy. Then,
starting in 2008, but not completed until 2009 there is to be a Budget Review of the whole EU budget including
the CAP, to be made by Heads of State. The Budget Review will set the financial perspectives (budget) for 20132020. It is clear that agriculture spending may come under scrutiny – not least from the UK Government, but to
what extent agricultural funding will be cut, if at all, is not clear. At the very least funding is likely to be spread
more thinly over the years with the accession of more member states.
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Figure 9 ~ Evolution of the CAP
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Before detailing the expected changes in EU policy, it may be instructive to see where EU policy is now, as there
are some misconceptions about the extent of decoupling in the EU as a whole. The chart at Figure 9, the
Evolution of the CAP, shows how EU CAP policy has developed since the MacSharry Reforms of 1993, using the
World Trade Organisation (WTO) colour box classifications of agricultural support.
•

Amber Box: Market distorting support and therefore outlawed – includes all the classic EU policies such
as intervention, export refunds and import duties etc.

•

Blue Box: Support which is trade and market distorting but is limited and therefore temporarily allowed by
WTO. The arable area payments and livestock headage payments all came into this category until the
recent Fischler Reforms when most blue box support was phased out under WTO pressure.

•

Green Box: Support which does not distort production and trade or only marginally so, and is therefore
allowed. The Rural Development measures, not being production linked, have always been in the Green
Box and now the Single Payment has been classified Green as it is mostly not linked to production.

Figure 9 shows the current position of the EU’s CAP under the Fischler Reforms with the majority of spending
classified as in the Green Box, but there is still a considerable element of Amber and Blue Box. Amber Box
policies are still being phased out as indeed are some of the Blue Box policies now classified as being within the
Green Box. The size of the Blue Box in Andersons’ Chart is meant approximately to represent the element of
spending which is still linked to production under the Fischler Reforms. There is very little such linking in the
UK or Ireland but in most of the rest of Europe there is still considerable linking with production allowed under
the Fischler Reforms – see next section.
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The final histogram in Figure 9 shows Andersons’ expectation of the next policy reforms to be implemented for
the period 2013-2020. These will follow on from the Health Check and Budget Review and are therefore clearly
only Andersons’ expectations, as follows:•

Amber Box supports will be further reduced, almost to nothing with intervention remaining at very much
safety net levels (applies to cereals and dairy), export refunds abolished and tariff barriers reduced
(affecting especially dairy and beef). Also an end to set-aside (probably in 2009) and dairy quotas (by 31st
March 2015).

•

Blue Box supports further reduced and probably phased out completely by 2020. This will include the recoupling options detailed below and also production linked support like the energy crop premium.

•

Most support will be classified as Green Box but more than at present will be paid via Rural Development
funds than via the Single Payment.

The remaining Single Payment will become a regional area flat rate payment only (as planned for England).
It will be seen that the Isle of Man’s plans under both main options fit neatly with what we believe the EU’s long
term policy will be, i.e. a flat rate area based SP with cross compliance, supported where necessary by Rural
Development measures. In fact under the IOM proposals Manx agriculture would achieve this in 2018, probably
about the same time as most other member states assuming there is a transition to flat rate payments.
All the indications from the leaked Health Check documents are that the EU will take the CAP in the direction
outlined above. The relevant headline points from October’s leaks are as follows:•

Full Decoupling: The Commission states that it intends to abolish the remaining re-coupled aid payments
in the arable sector. These are used by France and Spain whereby 25% of arable aid remains linked to
production. In an earlier statement the Commissioner had suggested 2014 as the target date for removing
arable re-coupling. The production linked energy crop payment is likely to be scrapped, but there is no
mention of any change to the protein crop premium. The objective is also to remove remaining beef and
sheep re-coupled support, but no timetable is mentioned and there is a hint that suckler cow premium could
remain re-coupled in less favoured areas to maintain an agricultural presence.

•

SP to move from Historic to Flat Rate Regional System: There is no timetable yet, but the
Commissioner suggests that ‘it seems appropriate to allow member states to adjust their chosen model
towards a flatter rate during the period from 2009 to 2013’. This implies that the move to a complete flat
rate may well not be achieved until the next budget period, i.e. 2013-2020. Currently 9 of the 17 member
states applying the SP are doing so on a purely historical model, i.e. Austria, Belgium, France, Greece,
Ireland, Italy, the Netherlands, Portugal and Spain, as well as Scotland and Wales within the UK. England,
Germany and Finland are moving towards fully regionalised payments by 2012 and Sweden, Denmark and
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Luxembourg have a combination of both the historic and regional model as does Northern Ireland within
the UK.
•

Changes to Market Support: The plan is to end set-aside and cut cereal intervention support which will
only be available for wheat. In the milk sector further intervention price cuts are likely and the intention to
end milk quotas by 31st March 2015 is again emphasised.

The conclusion is that the Isle of Man’s long term plans are likely to be fully compatible with EU CAP policy. In
the next section we look at some of the re-coupling options available under current EU legislation.

5.3.

EXCEPTIONS TO FULL DECOUPLING UNDER THE CURRENT CAP

Under Commission Regulation 1782/2003 there are a number of exceptions to full decoupling. The following is
not an exhaustive list, but highlights a number of different production linked mechanisms in various different
categories.

5.3.1.

Crop Area Payments

The relevant payments are as follows:Protein Crop Premium (Article 76): Aid is paid at the rate of €55.57 per hectare of protein crops harvested after
the stage of lactic ripeness. Essentially this is for peas, field beans and sweet lupins. The original purpose of the
premium was to ensure that the EU was not entirely dependent on imported protein (mainly soya) from North and
South America. Following the Fischler Reforms it was considered necessary to continue to pay this premium as
they are inherently high risk crops and needed a production link to keep them in EU arable crop rotations. There
is a Maximum Guaranteed Area (MGA) on which the premium can be paid. The premium is available to any
member state growing these crops and therefore applies in the UK.
Energy Crop Aid (Article 88): Similarly there is an area aid for energy crops of €45 per hectare with an MGA.
This is also widely used in the UK, but is now likely to disappear as its original objective of stimulating the biofuels industry has been achieved.
Durum Wheat Supplement (Article 105): This is another area based payment which is not available in the UK
as Durum Wheat is not a traditional crop. However, there are parallels with this crop supplement and the situation
of milling wheat in the IOM.

5.3.2.

National Envelopes

National Envelopes are an option under Article 69 whereby member states may retain up to 10% of the
component of national ceilings in the arable crops, beef and sheep sectors. The monies retained must be returned
to the same sector and can be targeted for specific types of farming which are important for the protection or
enhancement of the environment or for improving the quality and marketing of agricultural products. In practice
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this article has been very little used so far, but one exception is Scotland which has used it in the beef sector and
pays a Beef Suckler Calf Premium. In recent releases from the Commission the idea of widening the use of
Article 69 has been mooted so that the monies retained do not necessarily have to be returned to the same sector
from which they have been taken. For example, the Commission has suggested that monies taken from any future
capping of Single Payments could be used through the National Envelope mechanism to support certain sectors
(e.g. suckler beef), geographic areas (e.g. hill farming) or policies (promotion of local brands).

5.3.3.

Partial Implementation

Under Article 64 – 68a there are a number of exceptions allowed to full decoupling which are generally known as
either partial decoupling or partial re-coupling. In summary the following is allowed:Arable (Article 66): Up to 25% of the Arable Area Aid national ceiling can be re-coupled.
Sheep (Article 67): Up to 50% of the Sheep Annual Premium can be re-coupled
Beef (Article 68): Up to 100% of Calf Slaughter Premium and either of …..
Up to 100% Suckler Cow Premium and up to 40% Slaughter Premium or
Up to 100% Slaughter Premium, or
Up to 75% Beef Special Premium.
It can be seen from the above that there are a large number of options available although it should be noted that
none are available in the dairy sector. Although none of the partial re-coupling options have been taken up in the
UK, Ireland, Luxemburg or Germany all other member states use at least some of the options and France in
particular uses them fairly fully. Of the original 15 member states, 10 use at least one of the beef re-coupling
options and 7 use the sheep option.
The operation of re-coupling will be reviewed as part of the Health Check and as mentioned above, there are plans
to start removing some of these options, particularly in the arable sector. However, it appears that the window for
removing the beef and sheep options stretches beyond 2014.
The above section shows that the Isle of Man would not be stepping out of line with the EU by continuing some
elements of coupling in future, if this was desirable to achieve the objectives for Manx agriculture.
5.3.4.

How Re-coupling Works

The basic principles of re-coupling as followed in the EU are as follows:•

For each support scheme that is to be partially re-coupled the scheme reference amount is split between
the decoupled element (20% in the case of the Beef Headage, Sheep Variable Premium and Pig Premium
in the Isle of Man) and the re-coupled element (the remaining 80%).
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The decoupled element will be added to each individual’s reference amount to be paid as the Single
Payment.

•

The re-coupled element does not form part of any individual’s reference amount, but is a ring-fenced
amount available on an annual basis to be paid to those farmers who produce finished beef, sheep or pigs to
the required specification.

•

For the avoidance of doubt there would be separate ring-fenced funds for each of the three schemes.

•

If the level of headage claims means that the re-coupled fund is over subscribed in any one year then that
year’s headage payments are scaled back pro-rata.

•

If the re-coupled fund is under subscribed the un-used amount is available to go into the National Reserve.

Alternatively, in the Isle of Man, to make sure these ring-fenced funds are available to support the Abattoir
throughput, any un-used funds from one scheme could be made available from the National Reserve to either of
the other two funds if these funds were oversubscribed. Similarly, any un-used funds in the arable sector would
be available from the National Reserve to top up scaled back payments.
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THE STATUS QUO OPTION

6.1.

THE LEGAL POSITION
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There is little doubt that to do nothing is an option to the extent that in strict law neither the UK nor EU can have
any jurisdiction over the agricultural policy of the Isle of Man. In the longer term if the Isle of Man continues
with its wholly production-linked support it is more likely to annoy the UK Government and EU. In allowing the
IOM to trade freely with the rest of the EU there is an expectation that the IOM will broadly follow EU policy
direction even if Brussels cannot force the adoption of the same measures. This is implicit in the EU document on
ending the Red Meat Derogation, although the point is also being made that it will be in the Isle of Man farmers’
best interests to become more market orientated:“In order to ensure the long term sustainability the Isle of Man will have to adapt to the developments that are
taking place in the EU agricultural sector. Market orientation is a very important feature of recent reforms.”
Equally the IOM would be out of line with WTO policy to continue with fully production linked support. White
& Case comment “WTO rules impose disciplines on state aids to agriculture. Legally, these are binding on the
IOM, through the UK”.
The inevitable conclusion is that were the Isle of Man to continue with a completely unchanged agricultural policy
it would be likely that ultimately the Sword of Damocles could be brought into use with devastating effect. This
is a risk that no Isle of Man Government is likely to want to take.

6.2.

THE PRESENT SYSTEM IS NOT WORKING

The Commission’s Report on the Red Meat Derogation comments that the status quo is not sustainable in that the
derogation over-protects the Isle of Man market from competition, resulting in higher prices for consumers and
low prices for farmers. Equally many farmers and farmers’ representatives made a strong representation at the
time of Andersons visits in spring 2007 that there was no real profit in livestock production either beef, sheep or
dairy. Since then the situation with dairy may have changed somewhat (due entirely to world market conditions).
Andersons own investigation into profitability on the IOM (see next section) confirms this fundamental lack of
profitability that can only have been made worse for beef and sheep by increased cereal feed prices. This all leads
to the conclusion that change is needed because the present system is not working.

6.3.

POLICY CHANGE TO BRING MARKET FOCUS

The eventual flat rate area based Single Payment system by 2018 will remove the distortion of subsidy from not
only farmer’s decision making but the whole food chain’s. It will be important that the Isle of Man food chain
becomes more focused on producing for the market. Inevitably such a fundamental change will take time but the
Government is allowing ten years before such a change is fully implemented. It will take time to achieve such a
change in attitudes but once the policy is agreed and implemented it will be in the whole food chains’ interests to
begin this process.
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After three years of the new policy in the UK there is undoubtedly much more awareness of the importance of
producing for the market. Much of this is manifested in small scale local initiatives, but increasingly processors
and retailers are getting involved in larger projects as they become aware of the mutual self interest in securing
supplies in an increasingly volatile market environment.

6.4.

IMPORTANCE OF DECOUPLED SUPPORT TO BRING ABOUT CHANGE

The importance of support being decoupled is that, by breaking the link between support and production, some
farmers will be able to reduce or cease production altogether and use their Single Payments in effect as a
retirement pension. This does not necessarily mean that they will have to move from their farms as the land can
be freed up for others to use through grazing and other tenancy type agreements. Equally other farmers will
radically change what or how they farm. In the UK the experience is that this sort of change is beginning to
happen although it is not picked up by official recording because very often the ‘outgoing’ farmer remains in the
farmhouse and is in receipt of a Single Payment.

6.5.

FURTHER EXTENSION OF THE RED MEAT DEROGATION

There may be little chance of a further derogation, but there will certainly be none at all if no change is made. No
one knows how world markets in beef and sheep will develop in the next few years. The Red Meat Derogation is
only three years away from coming to an end and this will come swiftly on the heels of the start of any Isle of
Man policy reforms. If the Isle of Man has made progress on a policy fully compatible eventually with EU policy,
then if market conditions remain difficult it will be worth making a case to the Commission for a further extension
of the derogation. The EU has a history of slow change in agricultural policy and is more inclined to reward those
who make an effort to adapt to changing internal and world market conditions.

6.6.

CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATION

For all the reasons set out above Andersons believe that the Status Quo is not an option for the Isle of Man
Government or farmers.
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METHODOLOGY
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In order to understand how Isle of Man farmers would react to decoupling of support it was important to try to
understand the current levels of profitability in the different enterprises. No data on farm profitability is collected
on a regular basis on the Isle of Man. It was therefore necessary to construct a range of representative Isle of Man
enterprise budgets prepared to gross margin and net margin, with and without subsidy. Budgets for the 2007
calendar year were prepared in the spring/summer of 2007. There was an Andersons’ study based on a sample of
milk producers in 2002 and we did use this data to help verify our 2007 dairy budgets. The methodology used is
summarised below:•

Output levels, including physical yields and sale values were discussed with Manx NFU Committee
Members, other farm organisations and with DAFF staff, including the IOM support levels applying to
each enterprise.

•

Variable or direct costs were discussed on a similar basis.

Account was taken of the sundry cost

differences on the IOM for animals sold through the meat plant where haulage and tags are paid by the
FMA, and in effect are paid for by farmers in lower prices. Also IOM farmers pay no MLC levy, but do
pay a waste tipping charge which in the UK would be a slaughter line cost.
•

Overhead or fixed costs are always more difficult: we did collect some actual data, but to a large extent we
have adapted standard UK data from the ABC Book – making allowance for higher fuel, electricity and
labour costs. These were applied per acre for machinery and power, administration and property costs.

•

Labour was calculated on a Standard Man Day basis to allow fully for the time of the principals in the
business.

•

A flat rate Rent and Interest charge was applied to all enterprises at a fairly low level - £35 per acre across
all enterprises, except hill sheep. In practice, some businesses will have neither of these as actual cash
costs, and some will have both at higher levels.

In addition to the net margin calculation a separate calculation for each enterprise shows the implication of the
two main options for changing the support system. The first being the five year historic followed by five year
transition to flat rate area payments (Countryside Care Model or 2010 Model). The second being the Static
Hybrid Model based on the Northern Ireland system. These are shown on a per acre basis as both options move to
a flat rate of approximately £85 per acre in Year 10 (2018). Obviously for livestock enterprises the stocking rate
budgeted for each enterprise has an important influence on the per acre support. Clearly the more intensive the
stocking has been the higher the historic support will be under both systems, and the bigger the adjustment to an
eventual flat rate per acre will be.
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The full details for each enterprise are set out in Appendix 2 and the results are summarised in Figure 10.

7.2.

INTERPRETATION OF RESULTS

It will be seen from Figure 10 that the results make fairly grim reading with only the arable enterprises and
finishing cattle currently showing a positive net margin including support. The dairy enterprise breaks even but
the breeding beef cow and sheep enterprises both show sizeable losses. The fully decoupled net margin shows
only winter feed wheat with a positive margin without support.
These results need careful interpretation. In practice there will be a wide variation around the results depending
on land capability and farmer ability, but also in terms of actual cost levels found in practice. Few farmers, if any,
will actually be paying or drawing the levels of labour cost budgeted. This is not to say that the levels do not
reflect the amount of time put in: this is a common problem certainly throughout the UK and other parts of
Europe.
Figure 10 ~ Summary of IOM Budgeted Enterprises

Enterprise
Winter Milling Wheat
Winter Feed Wheat
Spring Barley
Spring Pea
Dairy Cows (incl replacements)
Autumn Suckler Cows
Finishing A. Suckler Calves
Spring Suckler Cows
Finishing S. Suckler Calves
Intensive SY Bulls
Lowland Ewes
Hill Ewes

Net Margin
(2007)
£/Head
£/Acre
138
166
77
108
0
-86
100
-94
73
71
-39
-16

0
-56
418
-54
121
570
-118
-8

Fully Decoupled
Net Margin
£/Head
£/Acre
-48
76
-13
-42
-189
-315
-119
-323
-146
-148
-65
-29

-118
-205
-495
-184
-244
-1182
-196
-14

Best Support
Scheme Option
H
Either
Either
H
NI*
NI*
H
NI*
H
H
H*
NI*

H = Historic or Countryside Care Scheme
NI = Northern Ireland Hybrid type Scheme
* = Marginal Difference

The fully decoupled net margins exclude the Single Payment that each business will be entitled to claim so long as
cross compliance is followed; these calculations are shown separately on the second page to each enterprise in
Appendix 2. There will be a cost of cross compliance and it could be argued that some of the costs shown in the
enterprise margins should be set against the Single Payment. However, most businesses will already be cross
complying and additional costs may well be minimal and would normally not amount to more than £20 per acre.
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It is also important to understand that just because the fully decoupled net margins are nearly all negative it does
not mean that farmers will simply stop producing and claim the Single Payment as profit. As indicated above if
farmers stop producing there will still be a cost of cross complying and some overhead or fixed costs really are
fixed.

For example rent for tenants, some land property costs and some administration charges such as

accountants fees. Also labour and machinery costs will only be fully saved if employed labour is laid off and
machinery sold. Most importantly for self-employed farmers drawings will need to come out of the Single
Payment.
However, for some the decoupled net margins will indicate that it would be better to give up or scale back and
possibly do something else. Until recently all these enterprises in the UK would have been showing negative net
margins fully decoupled, but the recent change in the cereal prices has altered the situation for the arable sector
and now the dairy sector may be moving into more profitable times. Nevertheless, for beef and sheep the large
negative net margins are of considerable concern although so far in the UK there has been no rapid reduction in
production, although the dairy sector was going in this direction before the change in milk prices.
The situation in the Isle of Man is different from that in the UK and each sector will be considered in more detail
later in the report.

7.3.

CHOICE OF SUPPORT OPTIONS

With many of the enterprises the difference between the two support options is marginal. The annual difference
may change from plus to minus over the ten year period with the different phasing of the schemes. In the example
enterprises the historic option would tend to be better for arable and lowland ewes and definitely better for all the
cattle finishing systems. Dairy cows, beef cows and hill ewes would all be better off under the Northern Ireland
system because under the proposed system these enterprises would have no deductions to their historic support
and would gain immediately from the small area payment. However, the benefit is relatively marginal in these
enterprises.
The Northern Ireland type scheme is designed to shift support from the finishing enterprises to those that rear
store livestock to ensure these systems with no historic support can receive an area payment, especially as
finishers would be expected to reduce the price they pay for stores if the support is decoupled. The cattle finishing
systems in the examples are highly disadvantaged by the Northern Ireland system amounting to an annual average
over the ten year period ranging from £696 per acre for the highly intensive SYB enterprise to £128 per acre for
the more extensive enterprise mainly grass finishing spring born suckler calves. Producers who have invested in
building capacity for the intensive finishing systems would suffer a large drop in support in a relatively short
period under the NI system and would be particularly disadvantaged. This could be mitigated to some extent by
keeping the NI system ‘static’ for longer, as it is in Northern Ireland, but the real problem is the 50% cut to the
Beef Quality Headage payment.
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8.

WHOLE FARM BUDGETS

8.1.

RESULTS

It is often easier and safer to interpret change against a whole farm background. The enterprise net margin budgets
in the previous section have been used to construct a number of Isle of Man whole farm scenarios. It soon became
clear that there is no such thing as a typical Isle of Man farm; the following seven scenarios attempt to cover all
the main enterprises and likely combinations, although in practice they will reflect few actual businesses.

1.

230 acres

:

100 spring sucklers and finishing

2.

294 acres

:

80 spring sucklers and finishing; milling wheat, feed wheat and peas

3.

300 acres

:

450 lowland ewes; feed wheat and spring barley

4.

302 acres

:

450 lowland ewes; 100 autumn sucklers producing stores

5.

160 acres

:

100 dairy cows including replacements

6.

260 acres

:

130 dairy cows including replacements; 60 SYB’s; 50 acres spring barley

7.

141 acres

:

200 finishing cattle (140 winter finished, 60 SYBs); 100 acres spring barley

The whole farm results are set out in full in Appendix 3, and a summary of the 2007 net margins, with and without
support, is shown in Figure 11 below.
Figure 11 ~ Summary of Whole Farm Budgets

Scenario
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Net Margin
£
-2,675
15,265
-1,730
-26,070
50
8,190
26,010

Net Margin Fully
Decoupled
£
-45,723
-34,610
-26,930
-60,490
-18,850
-34,020
-26,780

SP in 2009
(Historic Option)
£
43,050
49,880
25,195
34,415
18,900
42,210
52,800

SP in 2018
(Both Options)
£
19,570
24,990
25,485
25,630
13,600
22,570
11,990

Although some prices and costs will have changed since the original data was collected these results should
reflect, reasonably well, expected 2007 calendar year results.
It will be seen that it is the all grass farms that tend to show the poorest net margins (Scenarios 1, 4 & 5) although
Scenario 3 with some arable is also negative but this is because of the poor profitability of lowland ewes. The
farms with arable and finishing cattle tend to show positive results. None of the results with the net margin fully
decoupled are positive. This means that all farm types would rely on the continued support payment and even then
many would not be profitable without some change. It is also worth repeating that Isle of Man farmers often do
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not take the level of drawings that are budgeted and this does help explain how businesses have continued to
survive. The lowest budgeted labour cost is £20,000 on the sheep arable farm (Scenario 3) and is very much
higher on the two dairy farms at £49,000 on the 100 cow dairy (Scenario 5) and £73,000 on the dairy, beef and
arable farm (Scenario 6). In practice drawing levels are likely to be significantly lower than the budgeted levels
where family labour is involved.
Figure 11 also shows that the net margins fully decoupled are all negative but the Single Payment will be received
in addition. The details of the expected Single Payments under the different options are shown on the second page
for each scenario in Appendix 3. The bottom section on the second page shows the whole farm net margin
including the Single Payment. This does not show any adjustment for change in budgeted profitability after 2007.
Apart from any adjustments through changed market conditions in the next ten years many businesses on the IOM
will need to make changes to the mix of enterprises on their holdings to achieve greater efficiency. There may
also be a need to change the way businesses are organised in terms of labour and machinery to reduce costs. This
process of change will be individual for every business, but some general comments are made below.

8.2.

COMMENTS ON WHOLE FARM BUDGETS SCENARIOS

Scenario 1: This all grass farm with 100 spring calving suckler cows and finishing all progeny is likely to be
struggling to break-even at present including support. With support payments of about £43,000 per year initially,
this is one of the businesses that will face a greatly reduced support level in future (falling to under £20,000 in
2018) and therefore needs to find ways to adjust. This type of business would be considerably worse off under the
Northern Ireland option.
Scenario 2: This business is a grass and cereals farm with grass utilised by spring calving cows with progeny all
finished or retained as replacements. With the better arable prices and including milling wheat this business
should be making a positive net margin at present but with direct support totalling nearly £50,000 this is another
business that faces considerable reductions over the next ten years. This business will be considerably worse off
under the Northern Irish option.
Scenario 3: This is another arable livestock farm, but this time with breeding ewes and feed wheat and spring
barley. The low profitability in the sheep sector means that even with the cereals this business would struggle to
break even at present. Support totals some £25,000 and under both options would remain fairly constant right
through the ten year term.
Scenario 4: This is an all grass farm with both breeding suckler cows and lowland sheep. Net margin with support
is a fairly large negative at a loss of £26,000 after charging all overheads. Clearly this type of business will not be
surviving unless it is performing better or does not carry rent and finance or full labour costs. With current
support at £34,000 this business will see support reducing over the years putting additional pressure to find ways
of adjusting.
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Scenario 5: The all grass, 100 cow dairy herd rearing its own replacements shows a break even position currently
after support of about £19,000. The support over the years will drop to just below £14,000 so there is a reasonable
chance that this farm can make necessary adjustments. Total labour is budgeted at some £49,000 and many
family businesses of this type will not be taking this level of drawings.
Scenario 6: This is a dairy/beef/arable business making a net margin currently of some £8,000 after substantial
labour charges of £73,000 per year. However with total support currently at £42,000 and falling to £22,500 by
2018 this business also has some adjusting to make, but with improved dairy profitability the outlook is not as
bleak as it is for the pure beef and sheep sector.
Scenario 7: This is an intensive beef finishing business with spring barley. This type of business should be
profitable at present with a net margin of £26,000 after labour of £23,600. Current support levels are high at
£52,800 on just 141 acres so that by 2018 support will have dropped to about £12,000. It will be more difficult for
this type of business to survive in the long term although not impossible and particularly if calves can be sourced
at lower prices in future as would be expected once the Beef Quality Headage payment is fully decoupled.

8.3.

CONCLUSIONS FROM WHOLE FARM RESULTS

Most of the scenarios are examples of relatively intensive farms, which do make up the bulk of the output of the
Isle of Man, and so will be losers in the long term in terms of support. The only exception is Scenario 3, lowland
ewes and cereals, which gains marginally under both support options. This is because the level of support for
ewes has been relatively low compared to beef and certainly support per acre is very much lower. Support for
milk production has been relatively low compared to beef so the all grass dairy farm does not lose as much as
most of the other scenarios. All the other whole farm budgets shows support levels at least halving over the ten
year period and Scenario 7, the intensive beef finishing and cereals farm, shows 2018 support levels at only 23%
of current support.
It is because of these support changes and the certainty that they will be fully decoupled by 2018 which will
stimulate change in the Isle of Man over the next ten years. We would expect one of the main areas to be cost
savings in overhead or fixed costs and these can be brought about particularly in the labour and machinery sector
through co-operation and collaboration, including the greater use of contractors. Without question there is too
much farm machinery in the UK and it would appear that the Isle of Man is no different. Machinery is a
depreciating or ‘rusting’ asset which does have a real cost.
We would also expect some businesses to expand to spread overhead costs, and sometimes this can be done
jointly with neighbours. An example would be to dairy farmers where one wishes to retire and allows his cows to
be milked by the neighbour whilst the retiring farmer takes over the rearing of youngstock for both herds.
We are confident that the introduction of the Single Payment will lead to a restructuring of Isle of Man farming
and if this is combined with improved performance along the whole food chain there is every prospect of a
prosperous farming sector for the future.
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Good examples of co-operation and collaboration at farm level have been seen in recent years in the UK with one
success leading on to others. We would encourage, for example, the formation of discussion groups to share
results. This can lead to buying collectively starting with the obvious such as feed and fertiliser to overhead costs
such as insurance and banking.
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THE ISLE OF MAN MARKET AND MARGINS
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The lift in combinable crop world prices in 2007 has resulted in the Isle of Man budgeted margins for 2007 all
showing healthy positive margins, but with support taken away all show losses except for feed wheat. However
the level of losses is relatively low and will be covered by any ongoing Single Payment.
Milling wheat did not benefit in our budgets from the rise in price because of the way the price is fixed, according
to a formula based on intervention at £70 per tonne. This now looks like an anomaly that will need to be
addressed for the future as prices are unlikely to fall back to previous levels – see below. At a £30 per tonne
premium to feed wheat for the current season Isle of Man milling wheat would at the yields budgeted also show a
profit without support of about £42 per acre, compared to feed wheat at £76 per acre. However, with higher costs
in future (especially seed and fertiliser) and no guarantee of such high premiums over feed, the relative margins of
feed and milling wheat are likely to remain in favour of feed production.
The price levels budgeted for the Isle of Man in 2007 are not as high as those being achieved in the UK market.
We understand, so far at least, Isle of Man prices have remained at a substantial discount. Therefore with feed
wheat budgeted at £115/T and spring barley at £112/T our budget price levels are not too far out of line with
actual levels. Actual price levels achieved in the Isle of Man can be highly variable depending on the internal
demand/supply balance, and the levels budgeted for 2007 do not look too far out of line with present expectations
for 2008. The main question is whether the livestock sector will be large enough in future to keep up the demand
for feed and straw. If not, with export freight costs of over £30/T, the implication is an Isle of Man price of
around £90/T ex farm if the UK wheat/barley price stabilises at around £120/T in future.

9.2.

WORLD MARKET OUTLOOK

The world market in 2007, and the UK market in particular, has seen price spikes far exceeding previous
experience. It does look as though prices are now cooling off in the UK and expectations for the 2008 crop are
some £30 - £40 lower than the old crop. As the saying goes ‘the cure for high prices is high prices’. There is
increasing evidence that plantings all round the world will be well up and given reasonable harvests, (which with
climate change is certainly not assured) it is possible that world stocks will start to rebuild following the 2008
harvest. However, the pressure on supply is likely to be relentless unless there is a collapse in the world economy.
The pressures come from: •

Rising global population - from the current 6 billion to over 9 billion by 2050

•

Rising wealth and urbanisation of the population, especially in India and China.

•

Non food markets – primarily bio-fuels, but long term plants will be required for feed stocks to replace oil
in many industrial processes.

•

Pressure on productive farm land from desertification and salination of land through poor management and
climate change, and loss of irrigation water to rising population and industrialisation.
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To balance against these bullish points agricultural production has always expanded to match output in the past
and there is still a large amount of potential farm land to be brought into use or at least fuller use. This of course
is the main reason for higher fertiliser prices as the world demand is expanding.
In conclusion, although it is impossible to be certain there does on balance seem to have been a fundamental
upward shift in combinable crop markets around the world which would suggest UK prices of £70/T are a thing of
the past. Although the market is likely to remain volatile we expect prices to be normally in the range £100 £120/T.

9.3.

CONCLUSIONS FROM THE ISLE OF MAN ARABLE BUDGETS

There are very few all arable farms on the island so we did not prepare any all arable whole farm budgets. But
from the enterprise gross margins it is clear that any farm with a good proportion of combinable crops now has a
reasonable chance of being profitable into the future in a way that seemed unlikely 12 months ago. For the arable
sector there is little to choose between the two main options proposed. However, with full decoupling there is a
danger that the specialist producers of milling wheat and protein crops might switch to feed wheat and spring
barley as these are lower risk and more profitable without support. With full decoupling the historic grower of
these crops will already be receiving the additional premiums from these crops in the reference amount: in our
budgets these were £96 per acre for milling wheat (3 tonnes at £32 per tonne) and for protein crops an additional
£60 per acre. The benefit from giving up these crops post full decoupling is set out below, based on our enterprise
budgets.
Figure 12 ~ Partial Budget Showing Effect of Switching from Milling to Feed Wheat
£/acre
Loss of decoupled milling wheat net margin

+48

Additional margin from feed wheat

+76

Total additional margin from switching

+124

Figure 13 ~ Partial Budget Showing Effect of Switching from Spring Peas to Spring Barley
£/acre
Loss of decoupled spring pea net margin

+42

Additional margin from spring barley

-13

Total additional margin from switching

+29

The switch from milling wheat looks quite compelling on these figures but as we said above, even if the relative
margins change, the usual expectation would be a margin in favour of feed wheat and spring barley. This is
reinforced by the specialist nature of these crops being inherently higher risk. But both are important to the unique
agricultural economy of the Isle of Man and for this reason we recommended that the DAFF Milling Wheat Bonus
and the Pulses Area Aid top up should both be re-coupled to production. See below for further details.
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THE LAXEY GLEN MILL

The Mill is fully owned by the Isle of Man Government and is run by a small board of part-time directors who in
recent years have achieved a small profit without the need to call on Government support. It is a relatively small
scale operation processing some 2,600 tonnes of high quality milling wheat per annum all grown on the island and
with the whole flour output used on the island – 86% to one customer, the Ramsey Bakery.
There are now only 13 milling wheat growers, and in fact only 11 in 2007, so that the supply base and processing
base is very small. The Mill would like new growers but the land area capable of growing good quality milling
wheat is limited and the incentive would almost certainly disappear if support were all fully decoupled
immediately. Even if quota was made available new growers would be very unlikely to come in as there is no
rotational advantage from growing milling wheat. Clearly with a relatively small pool of growers it would only
take one or two to switch from milling wheat to feed wheat to destabilise both the feed wheat market and the
Mill’s profitability.
There is an element of strategic food security in the Isle of Man Government’s desire to maintain the Laxey Glen
Mill, and we understand this goes back to the original reason for taking the Mill over when its previous owners
were in financial difficulty. The Mill does produce a large percentage of the flour for the island’s daily bread
consumption and with the long and often difficult sea passage supplies can be cut off for several days. In the past
industrial action has also threatened food supplies.
In the short term the Mill will need protection from full decoupling but in the long term the Mill needs to work
with the whole food chain (farmers, bakery processors, retailers and consumers) to ensure a wider range of
attractive bakery products and to secure better returns from the market. The price needs to be competitive, but
must be a sufficient return for a premium product to keep farmers growing milling wheat rather than feed wheat.
In the longer term the Mill will need to pay a competitive price to replace the eventually decoupled DAFF bonus.
The existing quota and price setting mechanisms should therefore be dismantled and the onus shifted away from
government and on to the producers and Mill management. Supply would be managed by contracts set by the
Mill in agreement with its growers.

9.5.

ARABLE RECOMMENDATIONS

9.5.1.

Temporary Re-coupling of DAFF Milling Wheat Bonus Scheme

The bonus scheme would be fully re-coupled to production for the years 2009, 2010 and 2011, and would then be
phased out at 66.6% for 2012, 33.3% for 2013 and 0% for 2014. The un re-coupling from 2012 should only take
place if there is action in line with the Minister’s letter to the Chairman of the Laxey Glen Mill, dated 1st
November 2007 regarding a longer term strategy for the milling wheat food chain.
The bonus scheme should remain on a tonnage basis. Conversion to an area basis was considered as it seems to
be administratively easier, but in practice there is a problem of identifying ‘milling’ area from ‘feed’ variety areas.
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Also there would be less of an incentive to produce quality under an area scheme. Under the current scheme,
Grades C-F have a bonus of £32 per tonne and Grade B (11.8 -12.4 Protein and Hagberg of 225 +) has a bonus of
£28 per tonne. For ease of administration we recommend one flat rate bonus for all milling wheat delivered for
the Grades B – F. The incentive to produce top quality would all come through the Mill’s contract price – as to a
large extent it does under the current scheme (e.g. Grade B at +£17 per tonne and Grade F +£43 per tonne).
The flat rate would ease the ongoing administration of the DAFF milling wheat bonus which would be paid at the
flat rate on all tonnes of the required quality unless the ring fenced funds are over subscribed in which case the per
tonne payment would be scaled back pro rata. Scale back could be avoided if funds were available in the National
Reserve from other re-coupled schemes that were not fully taken up in that year.
As the milling wheat bonus is un re-coupled from 2012, the question arises as to how these funds are attached to
producer’s reference amounts so that the money is not lost to the agricultural sector. There is much to be said for
having a consistent approach across all re-coupled schemes so this issue is addressed in the final section of this
report.
9.5.2.

Re-coupling of Pulses Area Aid Top Up

The Pulses Area Aid Top Up of £60 per acre will continue to be fully re-coupled to production for the foreseeable
future. This is because the production of protein crops on the Isle of Man is seen as important for the agricultural
sector, and the international market has always been highly volatile - being based largely on the world soya crop
with area, yield and currency fluctuations. Should the international situation change this re-coupled aid can be
reviewed – certainly in 2011 when the whole scheme is under review.
The administration should be relatively easy as this is an area based scheme. The funds would be ring- fenced so
the payment made would be up to £60 per acre. In effect a Maximum Guaranteed Area (MGA) at £60 per tonne
would be calculated and the payments scaled back pro rata if the area is over shot in any one year. Scale back
could be avoided if funds were available in the National Reserve from other re-coupled schemes that were not
fully taken up in that year.
9.5.3.

New Flat Rate Single Payment for Fruit, Vegetable and Potato Area

The rationale for introducing this new payment is that this important sector of the Isle of Man agricultural
economy should be brought into the scheme. It involves a relatively small area, at 279 acres in 2006 (including
flowers, nursery stock and bulbs to be consistent with recent EU legislation) or 297 acres if glass area is included,
and there is an argument that this sector could feel at a disadvantage to other arable producers who with the
decoupled payment could move into these crops and compete unfairly. The additional skill and relatively high
capital investment required in these crops may be a sufficient barrier but including these growers in the scheme
from the start would ensure that this sector does not see itself as being disadvantaged. The payment should be at
the expected eventual flat rate – thought to be in the range of £80 - £85 per acre, and should be allocated to
growers of these crops in the reference period, and should be based on the most recent historic crop year - we
would recommend using 2007.
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Cereals Area Payment Decoupled

The Cereals Area Payment should be fully decoupled in 2009. We recommend that intervention arrangements are
kept in place for the time being as a safety net mechanism.
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The dairy enterprise budget and the whole farm budget for a 100 cow herd show essentially a break-even situation
if all labour is costed in. In practice there will be a wide variation on the island around this average, both in terms
of herd size and yield. Also tenants will tend to be worse off with a full rent, but often tenants are some of the
best farmers – they have to be, by necessity, to survive.
At the levels budgeted, this sector is dependent on direct support, and most but not all, dairy businesses would be
losing money without the average 2.7ppl Dairy Premium. The average yearly milk price budgeted for 2007 was
19ppl and this looked a safe price in September and should by now be exceeded. But equally costs have risen so
that 2007 results will still tend to show on average an unsustainable industry unless further milk price rises are
forthcoming. Certainly during our visits in spring and summer 2007, before the extent of the world commodity
price boom in milk products was evident, this sector was undoubtedly depressed – seeing no incentive to re-invest.
This was worrying for the future throughput of the Creamery and the survival of this sector, but even at this stage
we did not consider that the problems were terminal. This is partly because there is more flexibility in throughput
levels at the Creamery (see later) but also because the structure of the industry on the island did not seem to be in
too bad a shape. The Producer Survey Results representing 80% of island producers did not paint too gloomy a
picture. With the then current milk price and with decoupling of support, 21 producers (50% of respondents)
would expect to continue in production at current or increased levels. This gave a projected milk volume for the
Creamery in 5 years time of 25 million litres – a level lower than would be comfortable for the Creamery, but not
impossible. Given all that has happened to commodity markets for milk products since the survey was completed
there should now be rather more optimism. The following section looks at the market outlook in more detail.
In terms of the proposed decoupling and alternative options the budgets show that the move to flat rate support in
2018 will disadvantage the average producer. The whole farm budget is reasonably intensive with a stocking rate
of 1.6 acres per cow, including replacements, and the support history would change from £118 per acre in 2009 to
approximately £80-£85 per acre in 2018. This level of change is not nearly as great as it is in many beef farms. A
more intensively stocked dairy (purchasing replacements) at 1.25 acres per cow moves from £151 per acre to £80
- £85 per acre – again much less of a drop than many beef farms. The dairy sector would be better off in the short
term under the Northern Ireland option but the advantage would quickly erode as the flat rate kicked in.
Isle of Man dairy farmers are disadvantaged compared to the UK when it comes to cull cows and male calves. As
the Calf Scheme comes to an end there may be an opportunity with beef cross calves if decoupling results in fewer
suckler cows. Ultimately the Isle of Man dairy sector depends on the price that the Creamery can extract from the
market, although continued support will be important to compensate for the islands disadvantages of higher
import costs and lower cull cow prices.
The current support at 2.7 - 3ppl in the Isle of Man compares reasonably favourably with the EU rate of 2.4ppl
(before modulation, and at €1 = £0.68). Currently Scottish and Welsh producers receive this level (based on quota
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held at 31st March 2005), but will have increased levels of modulation deducted – up to 14% in Scotland from
2010 (reducing the payment to 2ppl). In England the dairy support is increasingly disappearing into the flat rate
area payments being paid to all lowland farms. For example in 2008 only 55% remains, effectively only 1.32ppl,
but after 18% modulation only worth 1.1ppl. By 2010 this will reduce to less than 0.5ppl in England.
Therefore compared to English producers this current payment does compensate for some of the disadvantages of
dairying on the Isle of Man. Less so compared to Scottish or Welsh producers – but eventually these two will
move to a flat rate. The dairy industry representatives made the point that a 10 year deal had been done with
Government in 2004, and to honour this agreement the 3ppl should be paid until at least 2013. By following the
purely historic option the dairy payment would in effect be paid until 2013, and would then start to move into the
area payment from 2014 onwards. In 2018 the SP would in effect still be worth 1.9ppl to our example business.
Under the Northern Ireland option as proposed the payment would start to be diluted in 2011, but as the
recommendation is to adopt the historic system this situation does not arise.
As a result of this analysis there is no particular reason from the farmers point of view that decoupling should not
go ahead in the dairy sector.

10.2.

MARKET OUTLOOK

The change in the market outlook has been dramatic in recent months. Figure 14, UK Dairy Market Background,
set out on the following page shows three charts illustrating the change in EU stocks, the effect on wholesale
product prices and on UK milk prices. It is now clear that the complete erosion of EU intervention stocks, with
only some butter in private storage aid, is in fact a worldwide phenomenon. The effect on wholesale product
prices is shown in the second chart with dramatic rises in all but the mature cheese prices from mid 2007 onwards.
In fact prices have moved much further than on the chart with mild or commodity cheddar going over £3,000 per
tonne in recent months. Mature cheddar is now beginning to catch up. The third chart shows that the effect on the
UK farmer price has been slow, but we fully expect the average ex-farm price to reach 25ppl on a rolling 12
month basis for the milk year 2008/2009. At the extreme some producers will receive over 30p and some may not
quite make the 25ppl mark. The major question is how long can these prices be sustained?
The answer as always is uncertain for the longer term, but there is plenty of evidence that world production cannot
meet supply in the short/medium term, as with dairy production it takes several years to put additional cows into
farming systems. Many of the background reasons for optimism are exactly the same as those set out in section
9.2 for the arable section, i.e. population growth, wealth and pressure on land.
We do not think that farmer prices are likely to fall below 20p again as these levels were clearly unsustainable and
to a large extent were the result of retailers using their power in the market place. Something we feel they are
unlikely to repeat, certainly in the near future. The UK market in particular will be short of milk for some years as
production had fallen so far below quota because of the long period of unsustainably low farm gate prices. There
is therefore a considerable degree of optimism for the future in the UK market. But the Isle of Man has its own
internal market and this is looked at in the next section.
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Figure 14 ~ UK Dairy Market Background
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SMP = Skim Milk Powder. PSA = Private Storage Aid

WHOLESALE DAIRY PRICES
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THE ISLE OF MAN CREAMERY

The Isle of Man Creamery is in a different situation compared to the other two processors on the Island as it owns
the building and the plant. The company is effectively owned by the producer members of the Isle of Man Milk
Marketing Association.

In the past the Creamery has not always been profitable, but in recent years the

management has returned it to consistent profit. The aim is to retain £250,000 of profit per year to go into a
reserve with the balance paid out to members in the milk price. Milk price in 2006 was an average of 19.17ppl,
but only £50,000 was retained as members were under some pressure from cost increases and the price was a fall
from 20ppl the previous year. The 19.17ppl in 2006 compares with a UK average of just under 18ppl, but the Isle
of Man Creamery price does include an element of the processing margin, which the UK price does not.
The market mix in the Isle of Man is very different from the UK’s 50% liquid, 20% value added products and
approximately 30% ‘commodity’ products. The mix in the Isle of Man in 2006 being liquid 23%, cheese 74% and
other (butter, cream) 3%. The Creamery strategy has been to build up an Isle of Man mature branded cheese and
of the 65% of milk going to UK cheese exports in 2006 some 14% was branded cheese. With over 50% of
product output in commodity cheese this had put the Creamery under some pressure as commodity cheese prices
had been in the doldrums at under £2,000 per tonne for most of the past five years. Building a mature branded
product is a long term process, and will no doubt remain the long term strategy. It is not expected that commodity
cheese will return to under £2,000 per tonne again.
The relatively high liquid price of 53p per pint (from the 1st January 2008) on the Isle of Man is maintained by
local agreement and is vital to the financial health of the dairy sector. This does lead to the anomaly of organic
milk being imported on to the island and sold at less than non-organic milk, and diverts volume away from home
production. This situation is being addressed with a major producer converting to organic. For the immediate
future the price prospects are bright with commodity cheese at £3,100 per tonne in October 2007 (some 60%
higher than in 2006) and mature cheddar now re-establishing premium prices over commodity. So long as
commodity cheese prices remain relatively firm the Creamery will remain in a strong position to pay its farmers a
price comparable to the expected UK price.
One of the real strengths of the Creamery organisation on the Isle of Man is that it can apparently operate over a
range of intake volumes and still return a reasonable price to producers. When commodity cheese is at a heavy
discount to branded, the percentage of milk going into branded cheese helps keep the average price up when
intake volumes are low. With high intake volumes, low commodity prices would drag the average price down.
The Creamery has a threshold price for commodity cheese of about £2,100 per tonne, above this it is worthwhile
to have more milk coming into the plant.

At the current high commodity prices a relatively steady price can be returned over a wide range of intake
volumes. Figure 15 below summarises a printout prepared by the Creamery’s Director of Finance in July 2007. It
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shows the results of a spreadsheet prepared to allow different volumes and prices to be entered for the various
products and gives a producer price at different levels of annual intake.
Figure 15 ~ Isle of Man Creamery – Milk Price Projections
Utilisation

Producer Prices
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Note: For 2007 prices – deduct 1ppl from above figures.

Three scenarios have been summarised in Figure 15. The first line broadly represents the position that had been
expected for 2007 with commodity cheese at below £2,000 per tonne and, after adjusting by 1ppl for 2007,
returning an average producer price of about 19ppl at the approximate current volume of 30 million litres. The
second line shows the outlook at the time for 2008 although this should by now have been superseded with higher
prices for commodity cheese. The interesting point about this scenario is that it shows a very level price at the
different volume intakes that might apply in the foreseeable future for the Creamery. The third line shows the
importance of the current liquid milk price being maintained, as well as the volumes.

10.4.

CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATIONS

The conclusion from our analysis is that with the current market outlook the dairy sector should be relatively
stable. Full decoupling of the dairy support is not thought to be a threat to the throughput of the plant which
seems to be well placed to operate at 25 – 35 million litres annual throughput, although the ideal would be not to
drop below 30 million litres. It is likely that some producers will exit with full decoupling but with the current
market outlook it is not inconceivable that some remaining producers will expand.
Although it was not a determining factor it is as well to be in harmony with EU policy where this does not
disadvantage Manx agriculture, and there is no option to partially re-couple any dairy support under EU
regulations.
The recommendation is that the Dairy Premium should be fully decoupled from 2009.
Beef cross calf prices should be maintained by the re-coupling of 80% of Beef Quality Headage support.
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There are only a handful of pig producers on the Isle of Man and one probably supplies 65-70% of abattoir
throughput. Pig throughput is an important element of the abattoir’s annual production (11% by weight in 2006)
and also because it allows the FMA to offer a full range of Manx beef, lamb and pork to Isle of Man butchers and
retailers, and to export markets. In recent years a successful relationship has been developed with supermarkets
and this had led to the demand for heavier pigs, up to 70kg dressed carcass weight (dcw) to meet their
requirements. The domestic market returns a premium price compared to exports, but the irregular supply of
finished pigs (the result of some batch farrowing) means that some production has had to be exported in the past.
In recent months domestic demand has not always been met.
This report has not investigated the economics of pig production on the Isle of Man in detail, but it is clear that
there are a number of disadvantages compared to production in the UK:•

Cost of feed: feed costs make up at least 82% of the cost of production at the gross margin stage. Any
imported feed is £44 - £68 per tonne higher compared to the UK depending on tonnage ordered. For some
ingredients it is not always possible to source full loads. In recent years home produced feed has tended to
trade at a premium to UK cereal prices, although in 2007 with very high UK prices it has so far traded at a
discount to the UK price. For an efficient Manx producer we have estimated the extra cost of feed at £9.25
per pork pig produced. This is based on 17.6 pigs sold per sow per year, allowing for the need to breed
own replacements on the island.

•

Cost of Sow Replacement: the value of cull sows in the Isle of Man is very much less than the UK, before
allowing for extra feed cost for keeping sows until there are batches of 25 to 30. This is because the
abattoir was not designed to take sows and they have to be put through the cattle line. This in turn means
the skins are lost which further reduces their value. Because of these difficulties some sows will be put
back in pig, thus reducing overall efficiency compared to UK targets. The extra cost is estimated at £3.45
per pork pig produced.

•

Other costs: other costs including vet and med,, heat and light, bedding and labour are estimated at an
additional £1.60 per pork pig produced.

With these disadvantages production would be uneconomic without the support provided by the Pig Premium
Quota Scheme. The scheme pays a premium to offset higher costs, but only on top quality pigs and only up to 52
kg dcw at a rate of 55p per kilogram, i.e. a maximum of £28.60 per pig. The rate of £28.60 is now fixed for any
pig that makes the grade below 80 kg. There is a maximum of 10,000 pigs per year and individual pig producers
are given quotas each year, but this has become academic as a total of only 7,291 pigs were produced in 2006, and
there will be under 7,000 in 2007.
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The scheme reference amount for this sector is £219,762 (the average of total spending in 2004/5 and 2005/6), i.e.
well short of the theoretical ceiling of £286,000 (10,000 pigs x £28.60). Under the proposed re-coupling at 80%
the ring fenced amount available is £175,810. At the new rate of £22.88 (80% x £28.60), the fund would pay fully
on up to 7,684 pigs, i.e. slightly more than currently being produced. This will not attract any major new
production which the island really needs to have a stable industry. A potential new producer of any scale would
inevitably reduce the payment below this level not only for his/herself but for existing producers also.
If numbers returned to 10,000 pigs per year the re-coupled support would fall to £17.58 per pig – only slightly
more than the extra costs associated with production on the island identified above as £14.30 per pork pig
produced before allowing for depreciation and finance. In our view this level of support would be insufficient for
the risks involved and could destabilise the whole sector on the island with knock on effects to cereal production.
A view will need to be taken on whether some additional funds should be allocated to the scheme reference
amount to support a higher pig population. The alternative view is that the market alone should be allowed to
decide future levels of pig production.
This sector is dependant on a few producers.

Being an inherently high risk enterprise it is vulnerable to

destabilisation. Pig production can be switched on and off relatively quickly, and with out-door systems the
capital involved is not as prohibitive as it is with fully housed systems. Although unlikely, even one major new
entrant could destabilise the sector, possibly funded from decoupled support payments. With the re-coupled
scheme as proposed and without additional ring fenced funds there is a risk to existing producers that one sizeable
new entrant could destabilise the sector in a very short time period, putting existing producers out of business and
possibly leading to the eventual total collapse of the sector on the island.
Therefore in the absence of additional funding it will be desirable to provide some stability to existing producers
but still allow access to new entrants. Therefore instead of complete open access to the re-coupled pig fund it
would make sense to retain the existing rolling two year allocation. This would provide assurance to existing
producers that they would be paid at the maximum rate for the year ahead based on their average production for
the past two years. Any funds left over would be paid on additional pigs at a pro-rata rate. New entrants would
therefore have a good idea of the likely payment available before starting production, and existing producers
would not face the sudden erosion of support that could occur in this sector. New entrants would also know that
they could fairly quickly build up their rolling two year average.

11.2.

BEEF & SHEEP BUDGET CONCLUSIONS

The enterprise and whole farm budgets lead to the following conclusions:All breeding cattle and sheep enterprises are budgeted as unprofitable at the net margin stage having costed in full
labour cost and an allowance for rent and interest (See Figure 10). This is the case even after receiving full
support.
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Without support, i.e. with a fully decoupled regime the level of losses is high, over £300 per beef cow and £30 and
£65 per ewe for hill and lowland ewes respectively. These results are not unique to the Isle of Man as Eblex
figures for England and the equivalent in Scotland and Wales all show high levels of loss without support.
The three finishing cattle enterprise budgets all show a positive net margin including support, but losses well in
excess of £100 per head with support excluded, this reflects the high degree of support for beef finishing – again a
problem throughout the EU. The historic Single Payment option is overwhelmingly better for the finishing cattle
systems and the Northern Ireland Single Payment option better for the two suckler cow enterprises producing
stores, but only marginally so. With full decoupling the expectation is that finishers would pay less for purchasing
store cattle, thus reducing the margins of the breeders, and the finishers would need less support having improved
their net margins from lower calf costs. The Northern Ireland option is designed to address this by taking support
away from finishers and giving it to store producers through a flat rate acreage payment.
In fact most calves are finished on their farm of origin in the Isle of Man, and there are relatively few dairy cross
beef calves reared on the island. In the sheep sector there are store sheep sales, but the great majority are finished
by the business that reared them or a related business. Whole Farm Budget scenario 4 does show a farm with
breeding cows selling stores. If full decoupling resulted in cheaper calves, the result for this business would be
made even worse and in this example the Northern Ireland option does little to help.
Scenario 1 shows 100 spring calving suckler cows on an all grass farm with progeny finished off grass, so the
question of cheaper stores does not arise. This business currently shows a net margin of -£2,460 with current
support at about £43,000. The historic system would give stability for five years giving time to make changes
which would need to be made as the business would then face reduced support as the Single Payment moved to a
flat rate area basis. If the Northern Ireland system were adopted the net margin would immediately deteriorate to
-£8,000 and deteriorate further after that.
For sheep there is little difference between the two options with the historic better for lowland ewes and the
Northern Irish option better for hill ewes. The main point about sheep is that because they tend to be extensively
stocked and the support has been relatively low (compared to beef) the sheep farms will tend to look forward to
higher support under the Single Payment eventually. The lowland ewe enterprise rising from £78 per acre in our
example, stocked at 3 ewes per acre, to approximately £80 to £85 per acre at the flat rate in 2018. The hill ewes
would rise from £6 an acre to £14 an acre, and this maybe sufficient to keep the ewes on the hills as sheep grazing
would be required for cross-compliance. We also understand that most hill ewe flocks are integrated with lower
ground so that the hill producers are not generally totally dependent on the store market.
The opposite applies to beef with all budgeted enterprises showing a decline to the flat rate area payment –
especially the finishing systems. As we said earlier the example farms do tend to be more intensively stocked but
we believe that these types of business do produce most of the output on the island. There will be many less
extensive and often smaller farms that will see the Single Payment increasing over time with the flat rate payment.
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The intensive finishing systems tend to have support levels well over £300 per acre – the proposed cut off point
for maximum Single Payment. It will therefore depend on other enterprises in the business whether this cut off
would apply. In most cases this is unlikely, but a dedicated finisher with no breeding stock at all would suffer the
£300 per acre cap, and this is the situation in whole farm scenario 7 – admittedly an extreme example. This
business has 200 finishing cattle on 141 acres of which 100 acres are barley.
The current high level of feed costs will tend to move production to more extensive production systems. There is
also a trend away from special young bulls, encouraged by the FMA as too many have been finishing in the peak
spring period. The move to a flat rate will also encourage more extensive systems.
From this point of view the Northern Ireland system as proposed with only a 2 year static period would start this
process earlier. However, the effect of the Northern Ireland system would be so severe on the cattle finishing
enterprises that we believe they would need more time to adjust and a longer static period would be essential.
However, even then the effect on businesses would almost certainly be too dramatic. This particularly applies to
the businesses that have invested recently in buildings and would be fairly intensively stocked. They will have the
most to lose from moving to a flat rate particularly under the Northern Ireland system.

11.3.

MARKET OUTLOOK

In stark contrast to what has happened to cereals and milk commodities world-wide, there has been no such
movement so far for beef and sheep meat. Indeed in the UK the trend has been in the opposite direction, partly
brought on by the outbreak of Foot and Mouth disease in England. The up to date situation compared to a year
ago is shown in Figure 16 below.
Figure 16 ~ Beef and Sheep Prices October 2006 and 2007
Cattle

Finished Steers
England/Wales

Cull Cows

Scotland

ppKg dw

ppKg dw

Dairy
ppKg dw

Calves

Beef

Cont X

ppKg dw

£/hd

October 2007

205

219

46.2

65.5

145

October 2006

200

219

54.1

67.9

135

Sheep

Finished Lambs

Cull Ewes

SQQ ppKg dw

£/hd

October 2007

207

21.8

October 2006

242

24.2

Figure 16 shows a slightly improved situation for finished steers, but cull cows lower on the year. Calf prices are
slightly higher despite the poor market outlook. Calf and store prices did initially drop in the UK with the
introduction of the Single Payment, but have since firmed and prices tend to relate to demand/supply rather than to
potential profit margins. The situation with sheep is particularly bad because of the inability to export lambs to the
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French market because of FMD. We understand this has given the Isle of Man an opportunity to supply into this
market so island sheep farmers will not have suffered to this extent.
However with the current state of profitability for sheep producers and the generally rising costs since we
produced our budgets there is clearly a need for higher returns from the market place. Unfortunately the outlook
does not indicate that this is likely to be forthcoming to any great extent. Higher feed prices have increased the
price of eggs and poultry to some extent, but the pig sector is still suffering very badly in the UK, and any
increases so far have been nowhere near enough to compensate for rising costs. The world outlook does not look
good with sheep prices depressed in New Zealand and increasing supplies of beef in South America.
Even if the Doha World Trade agreement does not reach conclusion in 2007 there will still be pressure from beef
imports from outside Europe through bilateral trade agreements particularly with the South American countries.
The market outlook is therefore nowhere near as bright for beef and sheep as it is for cereals and milk and
although we would expect some increases to come through they are not likely to be sufficient to dramatically
improve the profitability of Isle of Man beef and sheep production.

11.4.

BEEF AND SHEEP CONCLUSIONS

It is a combination of the lack of profitability on the IOM and the market outlook that has led us to recommend
that to protect the throughput of the Abattoir it will be necessary to re-couple a large part of the Beef Quality
Headage and Sheep Premiums. Together with the decision already made to re-couple the Pig Premium, the
throughput of the Abattoir has a good chance of being secured whilst other measures are put in place to improve
the performance of the abattoir and make further progress in securing better market returns.
With the premium on the finished beef animal re-coupled there should be no need to re-couple the beef premium
for suckler cows. We realise this is a controversial decision as some would prefer the re-coupling to be for the
beef cow and not for the finished animal. In our view this would not give the abattoir the protection to its
throughput that is required in the short/medium term while the Red Meat Derogation ends and the Single Payment
starts to take effect. It is important that farmers and all those in the food chain on the Isle of Man do focus on the
intention to fully decouple all support from 2014 onwards.
It remains to be seen whether the whole of Europe will follow this route with suckler cows and currently Scotland
uses the National Envelope to provide direct support to suckler calf production and Ireland has just announced
direct support for suckler beef. Many other countries in Europe have re-coupled support for beef cows and the
Commission has indicated that it sees there may be a need to continue direct support for beef cows in Less
Favoured Areas.
In the IOM the expectation is that there will be some farmers reducing or giving up beef cows, but equally a few
may move into beef cows from dairying. More beef in future may come from dairy x beef calves as the dairy calf
disposal scheme is phased out and the use of sexed semen grows. This does need to be monitored over the next
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few years by government and the whole industry as beef cows will need to remain an important part of Manx
agriculture supplying throughput to the abattoir.

11.5.

THE FAT STOCK MARKETING ASSOCIATION (FMA)

11.5.1. Background
The FMA does not own its plant, unlike the MMA which owns the Creamery. The abattoir is owned by the
Department of Transport and the FMA pays a rent to government, currently £187,000 and due for review in 2008.
It is the sole abattoir on the island and is obliged to take all fat stock offered; it is able to export into the EU to full
EU specification. It has operated under the Red Meat Derogation since the 1980’s which has given it full control
over lamb, less control over beef, because mince and other processed products are allowed in, and there is free
access for pig meat. The plant is not the most efficient; as an island plant it has to take all that is offered to it and
there are seasonality problems with no flexibility to refuse or to look for additional throughput from off the island.
This tends to mean it does not often operate at optimum throughput and therefore slaughter costs are relatively
high, resulting in meat being sold on the island at prices which are relatively high compared to the UK. Farmers
on the other hand are often paid below UK price levels, particularly for beef – although as mentioned earlier
(section 7.1.) this is partly because the FMA pays for haulage. This situation is likely to be made worse when the
derogation ends. Meat that is exported does not command a premium at present and tends to be sold at low prices.
The particular problems of the abattoir are considered in more detail below with suggestions on how a more level
playing field can be created with the assistance of Government.
The plant made a small operating profit in 2006 but management has projected losses going forward. Without
allowing for the prospect of decoupling all classes of stock were budgeted to reduce in throughput and this
together with inflation of costs would put the whole plant into a projected loss of nearly £100,000 in 2009.
Management continues to make progress on cost control but these projections emphasise the importance of
throughput to the successful operation of the plant as there is no flexibility to close down for certain times as can
happen in UK abattoirs. The Abattoir is a farmer co-operative and members feel vulnerable. With a number of
ageing farmers within the industry it is felt that decoupling would give an opportunity for some to further reduce
throughput or give up altogether. There is a strong view that if decoupling were to go ahead the plant could not
survive unless it was taken over by Government.
Management has made progress with marketing initiatives particularly in the retail packing line and working with
supermarkets to build Isle of Man brands. There is also a recent initiative with Aberdeen Angus beef. There is a
demand on the island for farmers to be able to use the abattoir for contract slaughtering so that they can take back
their carcases for retailing through their own farm shops. We understand at present such schemes only operate
with the Loaghtan sheep. Government is keen to support sales and marketing and is already supporting a new
sales and marketing manager and there is a market research survey underway. These are all good initiatives but
the FMA and the Manx NFU are keen to solve once and for all the fundamental problem which is seen as the high
cost of slaughtering on the Isle of Man compared to the UK. Government has indicated that it is prepared to help
and would like to see farmers operating on a level playing field as regards slaughter costs. This is further
investigated below, but first what is the justification for investing in the abattoir?
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11.5.2. The Need for an Abattoir
Some question the need for the Abattoir. An argument could be made that there are too many cattle and sheep on
the island given the current lack of profitability and that it would be better to have a much smaller agriculture with
perhaps one or two small scale specialist abattoirs. Such an argument does not address the realities of the
agricultural situation in the Isle of Man.
Given the situation on the island the Abattoir is a key facility and is a lynch pin of importance to all the farming
sectors on the island, arable, dairy and red meat. Exporting cattle sheep and pigs for slaughter and further
processing elsewhere in most cases would not be financially viable. Even if it were possible, there would be a
dearth of domestic meat supplies for the Manx population and increase the need to import meat and meat
products. The Abattoir does allow value added on the island to the benefit of both farmers and consumers.
There are major issues with shipping live animals off the Isle of Man because sea conditions can prevent sailing
for days on end for animal welfare reasons. The recent foot and mouth disease outbreak in England highlights the
value of the slaughter facility on the island. Without it animals could not have been moved to the UK apart from
Northern Ireland which is not where the market exists. In fact being able to slaughter on the island and export into
other European destinations was a distinct advantage for the Isle of Man with the French sheep meat market being
closed to GB lamb.
In an island situation there is particular justification for Government to be involved in some way, particularly at
the basic level of the slaughtering facility. It is very difficult for any UK abattoir currently to operate profitably,
particularly in the small and medium sector abattoirs tend not to generate profit in themselves but are there to
support the downstream industry, basically providing a service for more profitable meat cutting, packing and
distribution operations. These are good reasons for Government to support the abattoir particularly in an island
situation with the added justification of strategic food supplies and low food miles and animal welfare reasons.
11.5.3.

Meeting Market Specification

The beef and lamb market in the UK continues to experience the long standing difficulty in meeting market
specification. The latest figures from the Meat and Livestock Commission (September 2007) suggest that only
45.2% of UK beef carcases fall within the desired classification band of E to R and 2 to 4L. UK lamb carcases
fair slightly better as 52.5% are classified as falling in the desired grades E2, E3L, U2, U3L, R2 and R3L.
The percentage of Manx beef carcases meeting the same classification band in 2006 was slightly below the current
UK equivalent, at 44.2%. The proportion of Manx lambs meeting the target specification in 2006 was 53%.
Overall performance on the IOM is therefore similar to that in the UK.
Great efforts have been made in the UK to try and encourage finishers to become better at selecting stock for
slaughter. Marginal improvements have been seen, although clearly there is still great scope for more livestock to
meet target specification. It could be argued that the market signals given to finishers in the UK are slightly more
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confused than in the Isle of Man. The UK beef and lamb market is still relatively diverse, with different carcase
requirements demanded from different processors. Also, a significant proportion of UK finished livestock are still
marketed through livestock auction marts, further clouding the carcase requirements of the market.
11.5.4.

The Slaughter Line

Although a full scale investigation into the operation of the abattoir was not within the original remit of this report
it became clear that the facility is of significant importance to Manx farming and all parties were keen to find a
solution.
As with abattoirs in the UK, the key to maximising a plant’s efficiency is to ensure that throughput is maintained
as close to capacity as possible. This is however more difficult in a multi-species plant. The Island abattoir in
2006 was operating significantly short of capacity - see Figure 17.
Figure 17 ~ FMA Red Meat Throughput 2006
2006 Actual Throughput
(Head)

Suggested Abattoir
Capacity (Head)*

Spare Capacity
(Head) *

Cattle

7,941

8,320

379

Sheep

58,065

78,000

19,935

7,291
Pigs
* With an even species spread

10,400

3,109

Unlike similar medium sized multi-species plants in the UK, the Manx abattoir is unable to capture a greater
throughput by extending its catchment area or offering incentives to fatstock producers to switch outlets. The
facility is therefore highly exposed to on-farm fluctuations in finished cattle, sheep and pigs. In fact at times of
the year the abattoir is at full capacity so it is not so much the size of the plant that leads to high cost but because it
has to provide a service all year round for all species. Another contributor to high slaughter costs is the lighter
carcase weights on the IOM. The 2006 throughput at UK average weights would have added 9.9% to total
throughput in Kgs and significantly reduced Manx slaughter charges by 3.4p per Kg - see below. The FMA price
schedules clearly target these lower weights; whether these are the correct weights for both the Manx and the UK
markets is not clear. If there is an opportunity to slaughter at higher weights, costs can be reduced.
The management team have made significant in-roads to increase the efficiency of the facility in recent years.
Although it is their intention to continue to develop these efficiency measures, it is recognised that the running
costs of the plant, specifically the slaughter line, will always be at a financial disadvantage in comparison to
similar UK plants. This is mainly due to a) higher wages and other cost on the Island and b) the need to operate a
multi-species line with seasonal throughputs.
In order to determine the approximate additional running costs that the plant has to absorb in comparison to an
equivalent UK abattoir, a comparative analysis has been made of the meat plant slaughter line costs (i.e. excluding
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costs apportioned to the cutting room, retail packing and sales and marketing). Benchmarked operational costs for
a medium sized multi-species plant in the UK have been used as a comparison and are shown in Appendix 4.
A total of £398,269 of the Manx allocated direct slaughter line costs have been excluded as no representative
comparable figures were available. These are listed at the foot of the analysis in the Appendix and include tags
and haulage costs (born by farmers in the UK), rent, rates, depreciation and marketing society costs. The
remaining part of the spreadsheet calculates what the costs would have been in 2006 for slaughtering the IOM
throughput of the three species at the English abattoir charges. The actual slaughter costs were £1,421,593
compared to £1,123,732 if operated at UK costs – an increase of £297,861, and the largest single area of
difference was in salaries/wages.
These benchmarked figures were created from a sample of actual abattoir costings in early 2006. The figures are
from the MLC and the totals have been adjusted as follows to arrive at comparable costs for the slaughter line
only. Unfortunately the costs do not include any comparable figures for rent or depreciation.
Figure 18 ~ Adjustments to MLC Slaughter Costs for England
Cattle

Sheep

Pigs

£/Hd

£/Hd

£/Hd

MLC Totals

144.44

11.63

24.35

Cutting & Packing

-50.02

-2.70

-7.04

MLC Levy

-1.08

-0.17

-0.20

Distribution

-12.00

-0.96

-2.04

81.34

7.80

15.07

Total adjusted slaughter line costs

Included in these costs is a waste disposal charge – a cost which is largely met in the Isle of Man by Government,
but farmers do make a direct contribution per head. Therefore the IOM Government is already funding part of the
slaughter line cost which is included in the English comparative figures. This amounts to the following:-

Cattle

Sheep

Pigs

£/Hd

£/Hd

£/Hd

14.76

1.16

1.88

Less IOM Farmers Charge

6.20

0.51

0.86

Amended Waste Tipping

8.56

0.65

1.02

English Waste Tipping

These amended waste tipping costs have been included in the spreadsheet analysis in Appendix 4 so that in
arriving at the total additional costs of running a slaughter line in the IOM, there is recognition of what the Isle of
Man Government is already paying for.
The analysis indicates that the additional 2006 Manx slaughter line operational costs incurred were £297,861 over
an equivalent UK abattoir with the same throughput, although on the assumption that the UK equivalent is
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working at near capacity. Therefore, ignoring the excluded costs, the amount needed to give Manx farmers a level
playing field with UK farmers is approximately £300,000 per annum as calculated for 2006 costs and throughput.
On a per Kg basis the Manx abattoir has an overall cost of just under 38p against the UK abattoir at just under
30p. The spreadsheet also shows that if Manx animals were at UK average weights the Manx cost would reduce to
just over 34p, a total saving of £128,060 per annum.
Then there are the excluded FMA costs amounting to £398,269. Of these, £166,407 (4p per Kg) for tags and
haulage would be born by UK farmers, and can be taken out of the slaughter line comparison. But there are no
comparable figures for the rent, rates and depreciation charges of £193,942 identified as directly attributable to the
slaughter line. In 2006 these costs added just over 5p per Kg to Manx costs and there is a further 1p per Kg for
society fees. In light of this additional analysis it would be reasonable for government to cover at least some of
the £193,942 for rent, rates and depreciation excluded from the spreadsheet analysis in order to level the playing
field for Manx farmers.
Common rates charged by UK abattoirs for farmers taking animals for slaughter only are £75 for cattle, £9 for
sheep and £15 for pigs. For cattle this implies full costs are not charged and very little if anything added for rent,
rates and depreciation for any species.
There is one further cost area for Manx farmers which makes it difficult to compete on a level playing field
against UK farmers. This is the cost of transporting the exported portion of abattoir output across the Irish Sea. In
2006 this was shown at £490,842 or 13p per Kg across the total throughput. Equally the sea journey protects the
island from imports and the pork sector, excluded from the derogation, does appear to gain some benefit from this
protection. However retailers do not necessarily add their full additional transport costs to imported meat
products. We understand there is a separate study underway to make a full comparison between ex farm prices for
red meat on the Isle of Man compared to those across in the UK.
11.5.5. Future Government Support for the Slaughter Line
Exactly how support for the slaughter line costs should be delivered is examined in this section. Two options
have been raised in our discussions: •

Subvention

•

Municipality

Subvention: this is the simpler of the two to understand. Government would agree the amount of financial
support needed to level the playing field and pay this over to the FMA on an annual basis. The analysis in the last
section indicated that in the 2006 year a sum of £300,000 - £400,000 would be appropriate for the additional costs
of the Manx slaughter line. There are a number of problems with this approach. Firstly, the likely difficulty in
agreeing the subvention amount on an ongoing basis. If subvention was fixed for a term of say 3 years what
would happen if there was a dramatic drop in throughput and therefore slaughter costs? To keep the playing field
level either an annual amount would have to be agreed or the amount set subject to throughput.
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Secondly, once subvention is agreed it tends to take away the incentive for the FMA to continue to improve its
performance. We understand considerable further progress has been made in 2007 in reducing slaughter costs,
partly because of cost savings, but also from increased throughput. On costs alone the indications are that costs
will be reduced by about £100,000 to the end of December 2007, and DAFF has indicated that these savings
should be taken into account in setting any initial subvention. The scope for further major cost cutting is now
likely to be limited.
Thirdly, a methodology for calculating the ongoing subvention amount would need to be put in place: comparable
UK abattoir costs are not routinely available on a regular basis, and there are no 2007 costs currently available.
Fourthly, there is the uncertainty of ongoing government support were there to be a change of administration or
unexpected budget problems. It is for these reasons that there has been a strong representation from the industry
to solve the problem once and for all, and the suggestion that makes the slaughter line the responsibility of
government – or municipalisation – is the suggested answer.
Municipalisation: One draw back of this solution is that it would undoubtedly be more difficult to set up and
probably to administer, and would unlikely to be introduced quickly. Government would almost certainly not
want to run the abattoir slaughter line directly itself and so would need to subcontract the management,
presumably through an open tender process. There would be no guarantee that existing management would win
the tender. We understand existing management can see difficulties of having the slaughter line under different
management to the remaining operations - i.e. the cutting and retail facilities, operations that it has successfully set
up itself and is operating profitably.
How would the tender process work to make sure Manx farmers and butchers/retailers secured the benefits of a
level playing field in terms of cost vis a vis the UK? Tenderers could be asked to tender on the basis of making
charges per species at set rates (comparable to the UK), in effect they would work out their own costs and bid on
the basis of subsidy required. The process would be similar to the UK rail franchises, coming up for tender every
5-7 years. However, the process would be subject to uncertainty over throughputs which would to a large extent
be outside the control of the franchisee, especially if just operating the slaughter line. This type of municipal
approach would not necessarily provide the solution desired in that failure of the franchise (as in the case of the
London underground) would provide much uncertainty for farmers, butchers/retailers and consumers alike.
Ultimately, the certain solution is probably not available – whichever route is taken there will always be
uncertainty given change in operator and government.
The easiest solution in the short term to deliver immediate relief to hard pressed farmers would be to agree the
subvention route while alternatives for a more satisfactory longer term solution are further explored.
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RED MEAT RECOMMENDATIONS

11.6.1. Temporary Partial Re-coupling of the Beef Quality Headage Scheme.
The BQH would be 80% re-coupled to ongoing production for the years 2009, 2010 and 2011, and then would be
phased out at 53% re-coupled in 2012, 27% in 2013 and 0% in 2014. This means all reference period producers
would receive 20% of their reference period amounts for BQH in their Single Payments on the historic basis
whether they continue to produce or not. The re-coupled element would continue to be made according to quality
criteria as now.

Consideration was given to changing to a flat rate re-coupled premium for simplicity of

administration, and to encourage the FMA to reward quality through market price alone, but a flat rate premium
could equally send the wrong signals in practice and so has been rejected. As a new static BQH matrix has just
been agreed for carcases grading better than P/5H these rates should be the basis of payments from 2009, paid at
80%, implying a range from £85 for an O-/5L to £202 for an E/3 or 4L. For the target R/3 or R4L the 80% rate
would be £176 and £174 per head respectively.
An 80% re-coupled premium should be sufficient to keep beef producers supplying the abattoir. However,
because the reference period support amount is ring-fenced for the Single Payment and because cattle numbers
have increased since the 2005 and 2006 reference years there is a danger that amounts available each year could
drop below 80% of current payment levels. If money can be found to rebase the reference amount for ongoing rere-coupled BQH we would strongly support this as we believe the beef sector will need all the help it can get for
the foreseeable future. We understand DAFF are disposed to rebase the BQH ring-fenced fund.
When the BQH payments undergo the step changes, from 100% to 80% in 2009 for example, there will be a need
for a mechanism to ease the transition so that the supply of cattle does not peak immediately before the change
and then dry up after the change. A phasing or tapering of the payments would be desirable and should be
discussed between the FMA and DAFF.
As the BQH is un re-coupled from 2012, the question arises as to how these funds are attached to producer’s
reference amounts so that the money is not lost to the agricultural sector. There is much to be said for having a
consistent approach across all re-coupled schemes and this issue is addressed in the final section.
11.6.2. Temporary Partial Re-coupling of the Sheep Premium Scheme.
The Sheep Premium would be 80% re-coupled to ongoing production for the years 2009, 2010 and 2011, and then
would be phased out at 53% re-coupled in 2012, 27% in 2013 and 0% in 2014. This means all reference period
producers would receive 20% of their reference period amounts for Sheep Premium in their Single Payments on
the historic basis whether they continue to produce or not.
Final agreement is required on exactly how the re-coupled 80% is calculated. Part of the Sheep Premium is flat
rate at £11 per head, but the remainder is a variable pence per Kg payment calculated according to comparison to
the SQQ, and all lambs qualify as long as they grade better than P/4H and weigh above 12Kg. The variable
premium (VP) is only paid up to 21Kg on heavier carcases. Depending on the SQQ this second part of the
payment varies for lambs and hoggets, but there is a relatively small variation from a minimum of 33.6 ppKg to a
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maximum of 48.4 ppKg. This results in the possible range of the VP from £15.03 for the minimum payment on a
12 Kg lamb to £21.16 for the maximum on a 21Kg lamb. It would appear that the average VP in the reference
period was about £18.50, implying a re-coupled average at 80% of £14.80. Given the expected decline in
numbers by 2009 an average rate of £15.50 may be possible.
Should there be one flat rate for simplicity given the relatively narrow range of VP? The feeling from the Manx
NFU is that this might encourage too many small lambs, and that already the FMA pricing schedules discourage
heavier lambs. The counter argument is that the FMA should be able to obtain the size and finish that the market
wants by setting attractive market prices, and one rate would provide extra support to hill producers. Certainly we
would recommend no more than two flat rates, possibly a lower rate up to 14.5Kg and a higher rate above 14.5kg.
Given the relative proportions marketed (thought to be about 15% light and 85% heavier), this implies payments
of £13 - £13.50 per head for light lambs and £15 - £15.80 for lambs above 14.5 Kg.
Another potential problem foreseen is that in the phase out period farmers might be tempted to maximise their
numbers marketed, to build up reference amounts, by not retaining ewe lambs for replacement. Whilst this will
happen if farmers are giving up production it would not be a sensible route for ongoing producers. To devise an
incentive scheme to prevent this would add much complexity at a time when all production linked support will be
phasing out.
When the Sheep Premium payments undergo the step changes, from 100% to 80% in 2009 for example, there will
be a need for a mechanism to ease the transition so that the supply of sheep does not peak immediately before the
change and then dry up after the change. A phasing or tapering of the payments would be desirable and should be
discussed between the FMA and DAFF.
As the Sheep Premium is un re-coupled from 2012, the question arises as to how these funds are attached to
producer’s reference amounts so that the money is not lost to the agricultural sector. There is much to be said for
having a consistent approach across all re-coupled schemes and this issue is addressed in the final section.
11.6.3. Re-coupling of the Pig Premium for the Foreseeable Future
The Pig Premium should be 80% re-coupled to ongoing production in 2009, and for the foreseeable future. This
means all reference period producers would receive 20% of their reference period amounts for Pig Premium in
their Single Payments on the historic basis whether they continue to produce or not. This will reduce the future
funds for a sector that is small and vulnerable to destabilisation and consideration should be given to increasing
funds so that up to 10,000 pigs can be supported at the 80% rate of £22.88. If additional funding is not put in
place, then we recommend that the rolling two year allocation of pig support is retained to provide some stability
for existing producers and therefore for the whole red meat sector – see section 11.1.
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11.6.4. All Remaining Beef and Sheep Supports to be Fully Decoupled from 2009
This applies to the Beef Cow Quality Incentive and Heifer Schemes, Loaghtan Ewe Scheme and Hill Sheep
Subsidy. For the Beef Cow premium a suitable cut off date for the calf birth should be agreed. The suggestion is
that 2008 claims would not be paid on any cows calving after 28th January 2009.
11.6.5. Support for FMA Slaughter Line
As an interim measure the subvention amount should be agreed and the first payment made as soon as possible in
advance of the start of the Single Payment. This will send the right signals to the industry that the IOM
government is serious about supporting farmers through the fundamental change that it wishes to see in the whole
Manx agricultural sector. DAFF has indicated that it is willing to provide additional funds and these will initially
(prior to the start of the Single Payment and end of the Derogation) be via support for marketing initiatives.
Subsequently cash support would be made available. The FMA will need to determine how much of the lower
slaughter cost should be returned to the other parts of the Manx food chain well in advance of the ending of the
Red Meat Derogation in 3 years time.
Andersons agree that a more permanent solution than the subvention route would be preferable. Further work is
required to find if there is a solution that is acceptable to all those involved. Ideally this should be in place as soon
as possible but timing will be important so that disruption is kept to a minimum and avoids other periods of
change, i.e. the start of the Single Payment and the end of the Red Meat Derogation.
11.6.6. FMA Involvement with the Whole Red Meat Chain
Some good progress has been made since the new management took over and this work will need to continue if
the aspirations of the whole chain are to be realised. Areas that have been mentioned elsewhere in this report that
merit further consideration are set out below: •

Working with farmers and customers to plan future throughputs at the abattoir.

•

This to include the whole specification, steer/heifer/SYB, lamb/hogget, weight and grade.

•

Ultimately this should include being prepared to contract with farmers as the alternative is always the boat.

11.6.7. Extension of Red Meat Derogation
DAFF should plan to make an application to extend the derogation beyond 31st December 2010 on the assumption
that the reforms start successfully from 2009. Given the present uncertainty in the whole red meat market this is
considered a reasonable contingency plan.
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FINAL ISSUES

This section covers a number of other issues arising from our assessment, some of which are clear, but a number
of which need further discussion or clarification.

12.1.

SINGLE PAYMENT OPTION

For complete clarity the recommendation to adopt some limited temporary re-coupling means that the Historic
option rather than the Northern Ireland option is being recommended. The originally proposed start date, i.e.
2009, is also recommended rather than to bring it forward to 2008.
To a large extent the NI option was suggested to protect the producer of store livestock and to bring more land
into the Single Payment scheme. The partial re-coupling of the BQH and the SP until 2014 should maintain the
demand for store livestock without any major reduction in price. The inclusion of potato, fruit, vegetable and
other horticultural areas into the scheme from 2009 means there will be little land that is excluded that is in
agricultural production.

12.2.

UN RE-COUPLING FROM 2012

A method must be found for eventually un re-coupling the re-coupled schemes, apart from pigs, which will all be
phased out from 2012 – 2014. For the Milling Wheat Bonus Scheme 100% of the history or reference amount
will be ring-fenced for allocation to producers in the years 2009-2011, and then will be phased out with 66.6% recoupled in 2012, 33.3% re-coupled in 2013 and 0% in 2014. For the BQH and SP 80% of the reference amount
will be ring-fenced for ongoing claims in the years 2009-2011, and then will be phased out, 53% in 2012, 27% in
2013 and 0% in 2014. In the phase out period the ring-fenced money released each year should be attached to
individual’s reference amounts according to objective criteria.
We had been minded to suggest these criteria were not announced until 2012 so that individual producers could
not set out to claim in order to massage their reference amounts. We had also been concerned to keep the process
as simple as possible. On the other hand the longer the period of claims taken into account, the less an individual
can manipulate the process to his/her advantage. DAFF has re-assured us that the physical claims (tonnes of
wheat, head of cattle or sheep) are all recorded and it should not be too difficult to calculate allocations on the
basis of these claims.
Therefore to prevent continual speculation we recommend that in 2012, the pot of money released should be
allocated on the basis of the physical claims made by individual businesses in the 5 years 2007 - 2011. In 2013,
the money released to be based on 2008 - 2012, and finally in 2014 on the basis of 2009 - 2013. In this way
individuals have an incentive to keep producing and those who have produced in the whole period 2005 – 2013
will gain the most. Reference amounts will of course be subject to regional phase out from 2014 onwards. We
hope that by announcing the 5 year rolling allocation in advance, farmers will make decisions on whether to finish
animals in the next few years solely on the basis of expected profitability rather than on the basis of building up
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future support. Future support will in any case be relatively low with the 5 year allocation and would easily be
eroded by paying too much for purchased stores, and by ongoing inflation.
Three spreadsheets are shown in Appendix 5 showing the somewhat complicated calculations for an individual
claiming BQH on one beast at an average of £200 per head for three different scenarios: •

A continuous claimant from 2005 – 2012 with the calculation based on a rolling 5 year basis, as
recommended.

•

A continuous claimant from 2005 – 2012 with the calculation based on a rolling 3 year basis, for
comparison.

•

A new claimant starting in 2009 with the calculation based on a rolling 5 year basis, as recommended.

The interpretation of these spreadsheets can be a little tortuous, but it can be seen that: •

The peak year for claims on a 3 year rolling basis is 2011 and amounts to £160 added to the claimants
reference amount, but with the recommended 5 year basis the peak is reduced to £96.

•

The continuous claimant receives £760 for claims from 2005 – 2013, whilst the new entrant in 2009 (or the
additional claim) receives £362 for claims from 2009 – 2013.

12.3.

LAND CLASSIFICATION

We see no reason to deviate from the proposed two classifications, basically above and below the mountain wall.

12.4.

SP CLAIMS

The following points are noted: •

Land areas for future claims are to be based on the 2007 census return. We understand any land in legal
occupation, i.e. either owner- occupied or occupied as a formal tenant should have been included on the
2007 return.

•

This presumably means claimants from 2009 onwards must have access to 80% of their 2007 area to make
a full claim. There is a need to be clear on what basis payments are made if this 80% condition is not met.

•

Also at what date will the annual claim be made? If March, as suggested in ‘Two Options’ paper, there is a
need for clarity on the required occupation period for the land being used to make the claim. It may be
relevant that the EU is about to revise its Single Payment legislation so that the 10 month ‘occupation’ rule
no longer applies, and will be replaced by a single occupation date, but the applicant at this date will take
responsibility for cross compliance for the whole calendar year. This change is being made as part of the
simplification agenda and there seems to be no good reason for the IOM to want anything other than a
single date – possibly 15th April, with the first claim in 2009.

•

A minimum claim of 20 acres was suggested in the second paper (originally 2 acres): this will need
changing for horticultural businesses.
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A maximum payment of £300 per acre is suggested: It appears that very few, if any, producers need be
caught by this limit and as the intention is to discourage very intensive farming there is no good reason to
remove the limit.

12.5.

PAYMENT OF SP

In the May 2007 ‘Two Options’ paper, three payments of the Single Payment were proposed at 50%, 40% and
10% in March, September and February/March the following year. If applications are not made until March/April
the first payment may need to move back to April/May, but otherwise these proposals should be acceptable,
providing as they do, an early payment to help cash flow.
There is a need for discussions about how re-coupled payments are made, particularly for BQH, Sheep VP and Pig
Premium. For cash flow reasons farmers would no doubt prefer a continuation of the present weekly
arrangements, or monthly at least, but as these payments may be subject to scaleback in the event of claim
overshoots there would in any event need to be a mechanism for interim payments if necessary and a final
instalment after the year end.
DAFF has proposed an early application, opening in January/February and closing 15th April, and this would
allow those involved in lambing to prepare applications in quieter months.

12.6.

TRANSFER OF SP

Under the historic system transfer of the reference amount or a portion of it is envisaged where there is a change
of tenancy, land sale or family succession. No mention is made of issuing tradable ‘entitlements’ as in the EU
system where entitlements have a value per hectare, and it is clear the intention was not to create generally
tradable assets as in the UK. But some mechanism needs to be set up to make it clear how ‘reference’ amounts
can be traded/transferred and what the relationship to any land area needs to be.

12.7.

APPEALS

There are two types of Appeals that need further clarity.
Firstly there is the challenge to the DAFF calculation of the historic entitlement calculation or reference amount.
Once the final detail of the Single Payment Scheme is approved DAFF will need to issue revised historic details to
follow up the indicative information issued in February 2007. For those involved with milling wheat, protein
crops, pigs, finishing cattle or sheep the revisions may be substantial. An appeals process needs to be set up so
that farmers can submit their appeals. From our interviews with farmers one area which is likely to be appealed is
finished lamb numbers. This is because the cut off date was November, in the middle of the lamb finishing season
and numbers finished before or after this date can vary considerably from year to year depending on season and
market conditions. In the particular two years concerned it does seem that a number of producers will be able to
produce evidence that the numbers recorded as falling within the reference period underestimate their normal
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lamb numbers. Now with only a 20% reference amount impact it may still be worthwhile appealing, and this does
seem to be the sort of situation that the Appeals process was intended to address. There should be no minimum
claim attached to this type of appeal, but it is hoped that farmers will recognise that pursuing an appeal that will
result in only very minor adjustments to their reference amount will only result in much of their time and that of
DAFF staff being taken up for no real benefit.
The second Appeals area is to the National Reserve for those who are new entrants or who have invested in
productive capacity during or since the reference period. Again an appeals process needs to be set up with
objective criteria against which to test the various categories mentioned in the original Countryside Care Scheme
document. These are; Investors, New Entrants, Purchase or Lease of Land and Change of Enterprise. Before
undertaking work on setting the criteria to be used and how to allocate any additional entitlement there should be
further discussion with DAFF and the Manx NFU. In this type of appeal some sort of minimum claim should be
necessary, and the 10% mentioned in the earlier documents looks about right. This would not apply to new
entrants, but those in the investors or change of enterprise category would need to show the change resulted in at
least a 10% increase in the production of a supported sector. Similarly where additional land is involved the
increase in land area should be at least 10%. Applicants to this appeals process need to be aware that successful
appeals will only be awarded where there is a net increase in the reference amount, taking into account enterprises
given up or reduced as well as new or expanded enterprises.
We understand funding for appeals and new entrants is expected to come from reference period schemes that are
now closed or phasing out such as BSE.

12.8.

REVIEW

The assumption should be that the whole programme of change will go ahead unless the review in 2011
finds a compelling need to depart from the approach set out.
The intention is to review the operation of the whole Single Payment Scheme in 2011. By this time the situation
with the Red Meat Derogation will be known, and the re-coupling of the beef, sheep and milling wheat will be in
its final year before the start of the phase out. The intention should be to review the scheme in the light of market
developments and the changes taking place at farm level to ensure the objectives for the reforms are being met,
these are to create a dynamic farming sector more attuned to the market.

12.9.

OTHER ISSUES

There are two other issues that we have not yet considered in detail. Cross-compliance, which we did make
comments on earlier, but have not looked at again since the latest version. Also the current extended pilot agrienvironment scheme and the possibility of introducing a full agri-environmental scheme as part of the reforms.
Such a scheme would give Manx farmers a menu of options to increase income by providing certain public goods,
for example: •

Improve conditions for wildlife
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Maintain and enhance landscape character

•

Protect the historic environment

•

Protect water quality and reduce soil erosion

•

Promote public access and understanding of the countryside

•

Assist upland livestock management

Manx NFU / DAFF

Under EU arrangements, the funding of all these ‘Rural Development’ (RD) measures includes the concepts of
‘modulation’ and ‘match funding’. Modulation is generally unpopular with farmers because it takes a percentage
of direct support away and the money is then available through the RD measures, such as agri-environmental
schemes. However, in some circumstances the modulated money is match funded by the national treasury so that
extra resources are brought into the agricultural support budget that would not otherwise be available. For
example the voluntary modulation that England uses to fund much of its RD schemes has no compulsory match
funding, but in fact the Treasury is match funding to the extent of 35.9% of the modulated money.
There may be a case for a match funded deal between Manx farmers and the IOM government in order to increase
the total funds going into Manx agriculture.
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APPENDIX 1

Manx Support Under EU Rates

December 2007

Appendix 1

MANX SUPPORT UNDER EU RATES
Scheme

DAIRY
Quota Comp.
CEREALS
Area Payments

Physical
Reference
Amounts
33,250,000
10,400

Euro Rate
per Unit

litres
acres base
area @ 93%
English yield
acres

Euros

Total £s per
Sector

IoM
Spending
06/07 Final

0.03654

1,214,955

£826,169

£987,059

345.10
55.57
45

1,452,444
13,134
£996,593

£1,151,391

£996,601

£1,137,675

£3,287,183

£3,719,089

£6,106,546

£6,995,214

Pulses
Energy Crops

584
-

SHEEP
Ewes
Ewes - Loaghtans
of which Hill ewes

59,546
2,885
15,000

head
head
head

21.8
7.0

BEEF
Sucklers
BSP - Steers
BSP - Steers 2nd
BSP - Bulls
Slaughter - Steers
Slaughter - Bulls
Slaughter - Heifers
Slaughter - Cows
Extensif. (higher)

8,859
2,002
1,000
2,442
2,002
2,442
2,770
570
14,303

head
head
head
head
head
head
head
head
head

237.5
150
150
210
80
80
80
80
80

GRAND TOTAL (€) Exchange Rate - €1 =
PIG SUPPORT

}
}

1,360,590
105,000
2,104,013

}
}
}
}
}
}

450,300
512,820

622,720
1,144,240
8,980,215

0.68

Pig Premium £6,106,546

OTHER MANX AGRICULTURAL SPENDING
Misc.
BSE
FIS / HIS
Bees, Pests, Lime, Organic, Eggs, Shows, Young Farmers etc.
Meat Grading
Cereals Intervention
A.I.
Milk Recording
Wool

£201,072

Variance:

£7,196,286

£1,089,740

£355,879
£855,612
£398,726
£90,918
£18,719
£77,252
£4,056
£97,983
£9,095,431

The Andersons Centre
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Enterprise Budgets and Whole-Farm
Budgets
(see separate document)
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Abattoir Operational Costs - Based on 2006 Values

Cattle Throughput
Sheep Throughput
Pigs Throughput

Head
7,941
58,065
7,291

Direct
Slaughterline
Costs (£)

Kg
2,306,027
1,057,456
401,161
3,764,644

Manx Average
Weight (Kg)
290.40
18.21
55.02

UK Average Weight
(Kg)
327
19
60

GB Head
Equivalent
7,052
55,656
6,686

Direct Slaughterline
Cost at UK
UK Equivalent Direct
Costs (£ Per Kg
Weights (£ per Slaughterline Costs
Throughput)
Kg Throughput)
(£)

Abattoir / Processing
Salaries / Pensions etc
Slaughterhall wages
Slaughter Ancillary wages
By-prods, hides and lairage wages
Sales & Dispatch salaries and wages
Power
Water
Effluent Plant Costs
Lairage Costs
Packaging & Materials
Building Repairs
Plant Repairs
Small Tools & Equipment
Cleaning / Laundry
Quality Control Costs
Meat Inspection
Meat Certification
Animal Waste Tipping
Canteen Costs
Sundries
Training Costs
Health & Safety
Insurances (Excluding vehicles)
Salaries / Pensions etc
Printing, Stationary, Postage
Telephone
Auditing Costs
Computer Expenses
Office Equipment Costs
Sundry Expenses
Total Operational Cost (Excluding Costs Below):
Saving if Manx Animals were at UK Weights
Isle of Man Premium Over UK Slaughter Cost:

240,788
228,227
193,692
100,809
43,584
107,630
30,302
17,139
11,187
25,177
6,157
52,247
32,095
39,436
2,401
37,881
10,576

0.064
0.061
0.051
0.027
0.012
0.029
0.008
0.005
0.003
0.007
0.002
0.014
0.009
0.010
0.001
0.010
0.003

68,798.93
56,064.28

82,036.23
20,384.41
10,387.48
45,750.11
113,154.03

12,180
1,356
878
15,255
56,798
115,209
11,582
9,668
5,124
13,623
64
528

0.003
0.000
0.000
0.004
0.02
0.03
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00

1,421,593

0.3776

41,477.01
36,376.49

155,521.97

0.3436
128,078

297,861.48

Excluded Costs:
Livestock Haulage Inbound and Tags
Rent
Rates
Depreciation (Buildings)
Depreciation (Plant/Equip/Vehicles)
Depreciation Charges
Bank Charges
Member's Fees & Expenses
Society Cost Contribution
Total Exluded Costs
Total Manx Operational Cost:
Scource: MLC/Andersons

493,780.58

166,407
136,276
10,222
5,707
36,995
4,742
3,175
3,583
31,162
398,269
1,819,862

0.04
0.036
0.003
0.002
0.010
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.01
0.48

1,123,732

0.2985

GB Kg Equivalent
2,596,707
1,103,235
437,460
4,137,402.00
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RECOUPLING OPTIONS

Continuous claimant: un-recoupling on previous 3 years average

PARTIAL RECOUPLING - MULTIPLE YEAR AVE.
Ref
2007 2008
Rate of Recoupling
Regional Phase Out
Averaging period (years)
3
Aid Rate per Head
200
Claims
1
1
1
Total Coupled Support
200
Decoupled Aid per Head
Decoupled (based on Reference Period)
Decoupled (based on 2007)
Decoupled (based on 2008)
Decoupled (based on 2009)
Decoupled (based on 2010)
Decoupled (based on 2011)
Decoupled (based on 2012)
Decoupled (based on 2013)
Total Decoupled
Total Aid (ex. Flat-rate)
SPS Benefit of Claiming in that Year
280
0
0

2009
80%

2010
80%

2011
80%

2012
53%

2013
27%

2014
0%
20%

2015
0%
40%

2016
0%
60%

2017
0%
80%

2018
0%
100%

160
1
160
40
40

160
1
160
0
40
0
0
0

160
1
160
0
40
0
0
0
0

106
1
106
54
40
0
0
18
18
18

54
1
54
52
40
0
0
18
35
35
17

0
0
0

0
0
0

0
0
0

0
0
0

40
200
272

40
200
324

40
200
360

94
200
288

146
200
236

0
0
0
54
32
0
0
14
28
43
28
14
160
160
0

24
0
0
11
21
32
21
11
120
120
0

16
0
0
7
14
21
14
7
80
80
0

8
0
0
4
7
11
7
4
40
40
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

280
0
0
72
124
160
88
36
760
1400

RECOUPLING OPTIONS

Continuous claimant: un-recoupling on previous 5 years average

PARTIAL RECOUPLING - MULTIPLE YEAR AVE.
Ref
2007 2008
Rate of Recoupling
Regional Phase Out
Averaging period (years)
5
Aid Rate per Head
200
Claims
1
1
1
Total Coupled Support
200
Decoupled Aid per Head
Decoupled (based on Reference Period)
Decoupled (based on 2007)
Decoupled (based on 2008)
Decoupled (based on 2009)
Decoupled (based on 2010)
Decoupled (based on 2011)
Decoupled (based on 2012)
Decoupled (based on 2013)
Total Decoupled
Total Aid (ex. Flat-rate)
SPS Benefit of Claiming in that Year
280
43
74

2009
80%

2010
80%

2011
80%

2012
53%

2013
27%

2014
0%
20%

2015
0%
40%

2016
0%
60%

2017
0%
80%

2018
0%
100%

160
1
160
40
40

160
1
160
0
40
0
0
0

160
1
160
0
40
0
0
0
0

106
1
106
54
40
11
11
11
11
11

54
1
54
52
40
11
21
21
21
21
10

0
0
0

0
0
0

0
0
0

0
0
0

40
200
296

40
200
296

40
200
296

94
200
253

146
200
222

0
0
0
54
32
9
17
26
26
26
17
9
160
160
0

24
6
13
19
19
19
13
6
120
120
0

16
4
8
13
13
13
8
4
80
80
0

8
2
4
6
6
6
4
2
40
40
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

280
43
74
96
96
96
53
22
760
1400

RECOUPLING OPTIONS

New claimant in 2009: un-recoupling on previous 5 years average

PARTIAL RECOUPLING - MULTIPLE YEAR AVE.
Ref
2007 2008
Rate of Recoupling
Regional Phase Out
Averaging period (years)
5
Aid Rate per Head
200
Claims
0
0
0
Total Coupled Support
200
Decoupled Aid per Head
Decoupled (based on Reference Period)
Decoupled (based on 2007)
Decoupled (based on 2008)
Decoupled (based on 2009)
Decoupled (based on 2010)
Decoupled (based on 2011)
Decoupled (based on 2012)
Decoupled (based on 2013)
Total Decoupled
Total Aid (ex. Flat-rate)
SPS Benefit of Claiming in that Year
0
0
0

2009
80%

2010
80%

2011
80%

2012
53%

2013
27%

2014
0%
20%

2015
0%
40%

2016
0%
60%

2017
0%
80%

2018
0%
100%

160
1
160
40
0

160
1
160
0
0
0
0
0

160
1
160
0
0
0
0
0
0

106
1
106
54
0
0
0
11
11
11

54
1
54
52
0
0
0
21
21
21
10

0
0
0

0
0
0

0
0
0

0
0
0

0
160
256

0
160
256

0
160
256

32
138
191

74
128
150

0
0
0
54
0
0
0
26
26
26
17
9
102
102
0

0
0
0
19
19
19
13
6
77
77
0

0
0
0
13
13
13
8
4
51
51
0

0
0
0
6
6
6
4
2
26
26
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
96
96
96
53
22
362
1002

